
APPROVED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

ZOOM MEETING 

FEBRUARY 15, 2021, 7:00 P.M. 

 

 

1. Vice-Chair Lenger called the meeting to order. 

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance  

 

3. Roll Call 

MEMBERS PRESENT:  Robert Houtman, Richard Lenger, Alan Lipner, Joe Royston, 

Mary VanNoord, Lisha Berry-Ridge 

MEMBERS ABSENT:  Les Derusha (with notification) 

OTHERS PRESENT: Planner Joe Pung, Community Development Director Terry 

Schweitzer and the applicant.  

 

  Motion by Royston supported by Houtman to excuse Derusha from the meeting. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, Berry Ridge, 

Royston, VanNoord 

- Derusha (absent with notification) 

        

 

4. Approval of the Minutes and Findings of Fact 

 

 Motion by  Lipner, supported by VanNoord, to approve the minutes of November 

16, 2020      

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, Berry Ridge, 

Royston, VanNoord 

- Derusha (absent with notification) 

 

5. Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to speak to non-agenda items. 

 

There was no public comment 

 

6. Public Hearing 

 

Appeal #V-21-01 

 

Applicant:   Connecticut Development Company, LLC   

Location:   5120 East Paris Avenue, SE    
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Request: The applicant wishes to construct an industrial building on 

the property.  As proposed, the building would have a rear 

yard setback of twenty (20) feet; Section 10.03.B of the 

Kentwood Zoning Ordinance requires a minimum rear yard 

building setback of forty (40) feet.  The requested variance 

is for a reduction of twenty (20) feet to the minimum rear 

yard building setback.  

 

 

Rob Lame, with Exxel Engineering was present representing the request. He stated they are 

looking at putting together a site where they are going to lease spaces. He stated they have 

submitted a plan with the setbacks of what they wished them to be with the storm water both in 

the front and the back of the building. He stated because of the slope on the property the 

Engineering came back with the review that you can only have one detention basin on the 

property. He stated in this case it is pretreatment. He stated its detention to pretreat the water 

before it goes to the regional detention which is just offsite on both the south and the east that is 

owned by the City.  

 

Lamer stated the site has 24 feet of fall from one side to the other, from the north to south along 

East Paris. He stated it is a tricky site when you have a level building that is a pretty large 

building. He stated the other issue is, they have powerlines in the front that are there, they are big 

and there is no good way to move those.   

 

Lamer stated the ordinance as for frontyard setbacks is basically asking to push the building back 

due to visibility, if you have a longer side building or if you have parking on front or not in front.  

 

Lamer stated he spoke to staff to see whether it would make sense to apply for a variance on the 

rearyard and staff indicated they may have the ability to go for that. 

 

Lamer stated the benefit of pushing the building back is that the visibility is even less than what 

would be. He stated they have moved it another 20 feet back, the parking in the front is moved 

20 feet back, the building itself is 20 more feet back. He stated they are going to need to have a 

dumpster pad in the front that is going to be 20 more feet back. He stated all of these things are 

positives that will happen with the reduction with the rearyard. He stated it also satisfies 

Engineering’s concerns of having more than one detention basin on the property. All the 

detention will be in one basin in the front; another area of greenspace.  He stated he thinks this is 

just a good fit for this site.  

 

Houtman questioned what type of businesses he will have in there. Lamer stated it is zoned light 

industrial the intent is to lease the spaces out as people want. They don’t have a business that is 

already chosen to use the site.  

 

Lipner questioned what the building will look like. Lamer stated it will be single story. He stated 

the left side of the building is going to be a retaining wall for the lower 4-6 feet because of the 

grade change. It will look shorter on the left side than it will on the right side. He stated there is 
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one truck dock on the site and it is on the right side. The plan shows a couple of lease spaces that 

are along the front. It is your typical metal building that is a manufactured design by WLP.  

 

VanNoord questioned if there will be any landscaping. Lamer stated definitely per the ordinance 

they need to have landscaping. 

 

Houtman questioned if they have to go to the Planning Commission. Pung stated it will be a non 

public hearing in order to have the dumpster in the front yard and will be under other business.  

 

Dan Carter, owner of Connecticut development was present. He shared a sketch of what the 

building will look like. 

 

Lipner questioned the rationale of the zoning ordinance requirement of the setback. Pung   stated 

different zoning districts have required minimum rearyard building setbacks for the I1 Light 

Industrial district that is to be 40 feet. That would also provide if you need traffic around the 

building or to ensure there were adequate setbacks from adjacent businesses. Lipner stated if we 

were to grant the request it is not going to impinge on anyone to the east which is where the 

variance is going to be issued. 

 

Lenger opened the public hearing. 

 

There was no public hearing 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to close the public hearing. 

 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, Berry Ridge, 

Royston, VanNoord 

- Derusha (absent with notification)  
 

Houtman stated point 1 is met due to item B the existing power lines and the support structures 

which cause the setback. Houtman stated point 2 is met. There are other properties that have 

power lines but this are particularly unique to the extent that they impinge on the property. 

Houtman stated point 3 is met because you have to significantly reconfigure the site or reduce 

the building. 

 

VanNoord, Royston, Lipner, Berry-Ridge, and Lenger concurred that points 1,2 and 3 have been 

met. 

 

Houtman stated point 4 is met you have East Paris on one side and east and south is owned by 

the City and the original stormwater therefore it will not be impinging on any neighbors. 

Houtman stated 5 is met it is unique enough that it is not going to impinge on the zoning 

ordinance. Houtman stated point 6 is met the existing grade and the way that the land lays the 

powerlines are not the result of the applicant. 
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VanNoord, Royston, Lipner, Berry-Ridge, and Lenger concurred that points 4, 5 and 6 have been 

met. 

Motion by Houtman, supported by VanNoord, to approve V-21-01 as listing as the previous 

reason noted. 

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applying to the 

property that do not apply generally to other properties in the same zoning district. 

Exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions include by way of example:  

b.  Exceptional topographic or environmental conditions or other extraordinary 

situation on the land, building or structure.  

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does not occur 

often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would deprive the 

applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in the same zone 

district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the surrounding 

neighborhood.  

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the Zoning 

Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions of the 

applicant. Thus, by way of example, the exceptional circumstances result from uses or 

development on an adjacent property or the exceptional shape of the property is the result 

of an unrelated predecessor’s split of the parcel.  

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, Berry Ridge, 

Royston, VanNoord 

- Derusha (absent with notification) 

        

 

Motion by Royston, supported by Lipner, to adjourn the meeting. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, Berry Ridge, 

Royston, VanNoord 

- Derusha (absent with notification) 

   

Meeting adjourned at  7:28p.m. 

 

      Respectfully submitted, 

 

      Alan Lipner, Secretary  
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APPROVED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

CITY COMMISSION CHAMBERS 

MARCH 15, 2021, 7:00 P.M. 

 

 

1. Chair Derusha called the meeting to order. 

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance  

 

3. Roll Call 

MEMBERS PRESENT:  Lisha Berry-Ridge, Les Derusha, Robert Houtman, Richard 

Lenger, Alan Lipner, Joe Royston, Mary VanNoord 

MEMBERS ABSENT: None   

OTHERS PRESENT: Planner Joe Pung, Planning Assistant Monique Collier, the 

applicants, and   

 

4. Approval of the Minutes and Findings of Fact 

 

 Motion by Lipner, supported by Houtman, to approve the minutes of February 15, 2021.        

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Yays: Derusha, Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

Berry-Ridge, Royston, VanNoord 

- Nays: None 

 

5. Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to speak to non-agenda items. 

 

There was no public comment. 

 

6. One Year Extension 

 

 

Pung stated the applicant came before the Board regarding a hotel and they were granted 

variances for off-site parking and a higher parapet. As per their letter covid came along and they  

put everything on hold. He stated they are requesting a one year extension on the variances with 

the hopes that they will be able to start construction this year. 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to approve the extension. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Yays: Derusha, Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

Berry-Ridge, Royston, VanNoord 

- Nays: None 
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7. Public Hearing 

 

Appeal #V-21-02 

Applicant:   DPI Signs  

Location: 3130 Slater Avenue, SE 

  

 

Request: The applicant wishes to replace and existing manufactured housing 

community entrance sign with a new entrance sign.  The proposed 

sign would be 5.33 feet in height and be setback 5 feet from the 

Slater Avenue public right-of-way line.  Section 7.03.D of the 

Zoning Ordinance limits the height of the sign to 4 feet and 

requires that it be setback at least 17 feet from the public street 

right-of-way line.  The requested variances are for an increase in 

height of 1.33 feet and a reduction of 12 feet to the required 

setback. 

 

Brent LaFound, (12650 64th Ave) was present. He stated they are proposing a new single sided 

sign that is 5 feet from the property line instead of 17. They wish to increase the height of the top 

of the sign from 48 inches to 64 inches.  

 

Pung stated they are proposing one sign. They are flexible on either side of placement. It would 

only be one sign placed 5 feet off the public right-of-way property line. 

 

Lipner questioned how far back is the current sign from the public ROW. Pung stated it is a non- 

conforming sign, it appears that it might be on the adjacent property.  

 

Houtman questioned if they will remove any vegetation in front. Lafound stated that is possible 

depending where the sign is. There are some shrubs there. He stated on the left hand side if it 

were 17 feet back there are some cable and power boxes. Houtman stated if the sign is 5 feet 

from the line on the left side there looks like there is some small vegetation in front of the sign 

which would be removed he realizes there is an issue at 17 feet. Lafound stated some of the tall 

shrubs would have to go away you would have one or two shrubs on each side with the sign in 

the middle. 

 

VanNoord questioned if they wanted the sign higher so it can be seen from the road. Lafoud 

stated there are multiple reasons. They would like it a foot higher (64 inches instead of 48 

inches) to be able to help viewing distance. The main road is over 600 feet away. He stated if it 

was going on the right side with the 17 feet back he thinks it would be an obstruction for the 

person pulling out of their driveway. By being only 5 feet back it would alleviate that issue and 

would also help with viewing. He stated the other reason they would like to raise it if they do the 

4 foot sign to the top of the sign there is only a 7 inch clearance. The sign will be immersed in 

snow and weather because of that and it will shorten the life of the sign. 
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Houtman questioned if it will be lighted. Lafond stated this is a non-lit sign, he isn’t sure if they 

plan on doing anything down the road but he is not lighting the sign. 

 

Derusha opened the public hearing. 

 

There was no public comment. 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner to close the public hearing. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Yays: Derusha, Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

Berry-Ridge, Royston, VanNoord 

- Nays: None  
 

Houtman stated point 1 is met. He stated this is fairly isolated only residential property accessed 

off Slater and there is landscaping located on the adjacent property which would obscure it.  

Houtman stated point 2 has been met, only manufactured housing community which has access 

at the end of the cul-de-sac. Houtman stated point 3 has been met. They already have an existing 

non conforming sign which they continue to use and the landscaping on the adjacent properties 

the sign set back at 17 feet you could see. 

 

Lenger, Lipner, Royston, Van Noord, Berry-Ridge and Derusha concurred that points 1,2 and 3 

have been met. 

 

Houtman stated point 4 has been met fairly isolated there are shrubs that screen the sign. 

Houtman stated point 5 has been met there are exceptional circumstances. Houtman stated point 

6 has been met the trees and the vegetation are not under the control of the owner of the property. 

 

Lenger, Lipner, Royston, Van Noord, Berry-Ridge and Derusha concurred that points 4,5and 6 

 have been met. 

 

Motion by Houtman supported by Royston, to approve V-21-03 based on the prior discussion. 

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applying to the 

property that do not apply generally to other properties in the same zoning district.  

situation on the land, building or structure.  

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does not occur 

often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would deprive the 

applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in the same zone 

district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the surrounding 

neighborhood.  

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the Zoning 

Ordinance. 
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6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions of the 

applicant. Thus, by way of example, the exceptional circumstances result from uses or 

development on an adjacent property or the exceptional shape of the property is the result 

of an unrelated predecessor’s split of the parcel.  

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Yays: Derusha, Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

Berry-Ridge, Royston, VanNoord 

- Nays: None 

 

Appeal #V-21-03 

Applicant:    ICC Behar 

Location:  3425 East Paris Avenue, SE 

 

         

Request:  The applicant wishes to construct a 77-foot high minaret.  Section 

8.03.A and Section 8.03.B of the Zoning Ordinance limit the 

height of the minaret to 45 feet.  The requested variance is for an 

increase of 32 feet to the maximum permitted height. 

 

Ken Dixon, with Dixon Architecture was present. He stated about 10 year ago he came 

before the board for a similar variance request. He stated they were asking for a 96 foot 

tall minaret based on historical speaking of the Bosnian Mosque. He stated in 2011 they 

were approved for a 60 foot minaret. He stated the never built that. He stated a lot has 

changed. He stated ICC Behar is working towards erecting the minaret and wanted to 

revisit the height they want to discuss this again and see if there is any leniency. He stated 

this variance is an extremely exceptional circumstance. He stated this one deals with 

height and their goal of creating an accurate architectural representation of a true Bosnian 

Mosque. He stated they are trying to do something special to this site. He stated they are 

trying to repeat the general representation of a Bosnian Mosque. He stated they are not 

looking at the 96 feet as they did before they are compromising at the 77 foot height. He 

stated they feel that is a good representation and that will work for the Bosnian 

community. He stated this is very significant to their community. Discussion ensued 

regarding the minaret being authentic and true to the Bosnian religion.  

 

Anel Jamacolig was present. He stated he is one of the board directors. He stated he has 

overseen the development of the building. He stated they think the 77 foot is appropriate. 

He stated they want to maintain a beautiful minaret for their community and Kentwood. 

Discussioin ensued. 

 

Houtman questioned what is significant about 77 feet versus, 66 feet, versus 90 feet. 

Dixon stated there is no mathematical solution it is more a visual what they have 

discovered studying Bosnian mosque as well as personal experience. The height was 2-3 

times the height of the dome. They were looking at not being too aggressive that is why 

they thought 77 feet would be something they can still and feel a sense of pride. 
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Jamolig stated it deals with symmetry and tradition. Anything below 77 feet would not be 

proportional.  

 

Houtman questioned if there will be a stairway or a solid structure. Dixon stated there 

will be a stairway within. However, they won’t be using the traditional call to prayer, 

they won’t be using any speaker system, maybe some lights.  

 

Houtman questioned if there were any height requirements due to the airport proximity. 

Pung stated the airport does have height requirements, they may require a permit, we 

would have to check with them to see if there is a height limit in the area. Houtamn stated 

if we approve it would be subject to airport regulations. Pung stated that is correct they 

would still be required to get a tall structure permit. If we granted the variance it doesn’t 

mean the airport would have to approve it. They still have to check with the airport to see 

if any permits would be required. 

 

Jamolig stated they are about the same height as the water tower. 

 

Vanoord questioned in 2011 they were approved for 60 feet instead of 96 feet however 

they did not build it. Dixon stated that is correct. 

 

Lipner questioned the reason it was never built. Jamolig stated because the minaret at 60 

feet didn’t work with the design of the building, it wasn’t symmetric. They wouldn’t 

build it at 60 feet 

 

Lenger questioned if there is any consideration of the height versus the street height. 

Pung stated we measure the building height based on the average. Discussion ensued 

Dixon stated it is showing 66 feet from the first floor height they took it from the grade 

which is 11 feet below. If they can build from the first floor height it would only be 66 

feet. 

 

Derusha opened the public hearing 

 

Motion by Lipner, supported by Houtman, to close the public hearing. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Yays: Derusha, Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

Berry-Ridge, Royston, VanNoord 

- Nays: None 

 

 

 

Lipner stated point 1 is met predicated on the conversation and the slope of the center 

line. Lipner stated point 2 is met. Lipner stated point 3 is met. 
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VaNoord, Berry-Ridge, Lenger stated because of where they located it, Houtman, 

Derusha, Royston stated points 1,2 and 3 have been met. 

 

Royston stated point 4 is met. Royston stated point 5 is met. Royston stated point 6 met. 

 

VaNoord, Berry-Ridge, Lenger, Houtman, Derusha, Lipner concurred that point 4, 5 and 

6 have been met. 

 

Motion by Lipner, supported by Royston, to approve V-21-03 conditioned on it will be 

the height depicted on the plan and not any higher and based on the prior discussion on 

meeting standards 1-6. 

  

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions 

applying to the property that do not apply generally to other properties in 

the same zoning district.  

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does 

not occur often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning 

provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other 

properties in the same zone district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the 

surrounding neighborhood.  

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions 

of the applicant. Thus, by way of example, the exceptional circumstances 

result from uses or development on an adjacent property or the exceptional 

shape of the property is the result of an unrelated predecessor’s split of the 

parcel.       

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Yays: Derusha, Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

Berry-Ridge, Royston, VanNoord 

- Nays: None 

 

Appeal #V-21-04 

Applicant:   3607 Broadmoor Avenue, LLC  

Location: 3560 – 36th Street, SE 

  

Request: The applicant wishes to construct an industrial building on 

the property.  The proposed building would have a rear 

yard setback of 80 feet.  Section 10.03.C.4 of the Zoning 

Ordinance requires a rear yard building setback of 100.  
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The requested variance is for a reduction of 20 feet to the 

required rear yard building setback.   

  

 

Peter Baldwin with (A&G Architect 25 Commerce) was present. He stated this is a proposal for 

a new headquarters as well as a manufacturing facility. He stated they have been working all the 

dynamics of this development from parking, to retention, to green space, setbacks etc. and are 

trying to find the right balance for all of these things. He stated they have a hill so there are some 

pretty unique topographical conditions. He stated they believe they have a unique situation with 

this light industrial property adjoining a residential zone property. He stated they are asking for a 

variance going from 100feet to 80 feet on the south side. He stated they don’t have a series of 

houses backing up to this property. He stated this will be an investment in the community and 

new jobs. He stated this will be a beautiful building with a significant buffer and landscaping but 

they are asking for 20 feet. 

 

Derusha questioned the dimensions of the property. Pung stated looking at of 500 feet from their 

front property line to their rear lot line and then it has a frontage of 494 along the rear lot line and 

it goes over to Broadmoor Avenue. He stated they picked up a home that will be incorporated 

into this development. Pung stated when the project came forward before, the residential piece 

was not part of the development where the home was already zoned I-1 light Industrial. 

 

VanNoord questioned the elevation change that is there. Jeff VanLard Excel Engineering stated 

there is 40 feet of grade change, it is just a significant topographic feature of the site that adds a 

lot of challenges to the site with retaining walls, how to locate the detention the highest part of 

the site is at the southeast corner the lowest is at the northwest corner so trying to squeeze in as 

much open air detention as possible for cost reasons is a challenge.  

 

Houtman questioned what product is being manufactured.  Baldwin stated they manufacture 

cutting tools and implants for surgeries. Houtman questioned what are they looking at in terms of 

jobs creation projections. Baldwin stated the jobs are highly technical jobs. He stated they have a 

plant on East Paris right now, Plymouth Massachusetts a Plant in Tennessee and one in China.  

Discussion ensued regarding employees and trainings etc. 

 

Lenger stated this will be a good use of this space they did a good job. Lenger stated the 

proposed park and as far as the part how close are activities in relations to the building. Pung 

stated he hasn’t seen any plans. Lenger stated whether it is gong to encroach is hard to say. 

Schweitzer stated this is a case they are going to start over from scratch and rethinking the entire 

site. The Mayor and City commission will have appoint a committee. Discussion ensued 

 

The landscape plan was displayed  

 

BerryRidge questioned if employees will be going through background checks, she is looking at 

it as a concern for children and families in the area. Baldwin stated they pass a background check 

before they hire them 
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Derusha opened the public hearing. 

 

There was no public comment. 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Lenger, to close the public hearing. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Yays: Derusha, Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

Berry-Ridge, Royston, VanNoord 

- Nays: None 

 

Lenger. Stated point 1 is met by utilizing as much as the can of the space that is available they 

are making the most of what they have. The size of the property and the size of the building is a 

factor but he believes by keeping the building from the corner and utilizing the space. Lenger 

stated point 2 is met this is a unique shaped property. Lenger stated point 3 is met. 

 

Lipner, Royston, VanNoord, Berry-Ridge, Houtman and Derusha concurred that point 1, 2 and 3 

have been met. 

 

Lenger stated point 4 has been met this could be a park and they have done a good job of putting 

vegetaion between that. Lenger stated point 5 has been met this is unique. Lenger stated point 6 

met utilizing a piece of property this is good for. 

 

Lipner, Royston, VanNoord, Berry-Ridge, Houtman and Derusha concurred that point 4, 5 and 6 

have been met. 

 

Motion by Lenger supported by VanNoord to approve V-21-04that based on the prior discuss on 

standard 1 through 6 

 

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions 

applying to the property that do not apply generally to other properties in 

the same zoning district.  

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does 

not occur often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning 

provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other 

properties in the same zone district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the 

surrounding neighborhood.  

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions 

of the applicant. Thus, by way of example, the exceptional circumstances 
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result from uses or development on an adjacent property or the exceptional 

shape of the property is the result of an unrelated predecessor’s split of the 

parcel.  

 

 

 

Motion by supported by to adjourn the meeting. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0) – 

- Yays: Derusha, Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

Berry-Ridge, Royston, VanNoord 

- Nays: None 

 

 

Meeting adjourned at  8:15p.m. 

 

      Respectfully submitted, 

 

      Alan Lipner, Secretary  

 

 

 

 



APPROVED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

ZOOM MEETINGS 

MAY 17, 7:00 P.M. 

 

 

1. Chair Derusha called the meeting to order. 

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance (VanNoord) 

 

3. Roll Call 

MEMBERS PRESENT:  Lisha Berry-Ridge, Les Derusha, Robert Houtman, Richard 

Lenger, Alan Lipner, Mary VanNoord, Susan West 

MEMBERS ABSENT: None 

OTHERS PRESENT: Planner Joe Pung, Planning Assistant Monique Collier and the 

applicants.   

 

4. Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to speak to non-agenda items. 

 

Joe Royston stated he is resigning from the commission as he will be moving to 

Georgetown Township and thanked the commissioners for everything. 

 

5. Public Hearing 

 

Appeal #V-21-05 

 

Applicant: Complete Weddings & Events 

Location: 3720 – 28th Street, SE 

 

Request: The applicant wishes to install an approximately 15 square foot wall sign on the 

north building elevation.  The applicant’s tenant space does not have any frontage on the 

north building elevation.  The Zoning Ordinance determines sign area for a tenant based 

on the wall width of the tenant space and requires that a permitted wall sign be attached 

to the same wall used to determine its size.  The requested variance is to place a wall sign 

on a wall which a tenant space does not have any frontage. 

 

Justin Loser was present. He stated on the north side of their building faces 28th Street but 

his spot is on the west side of the building along a very long stretch of the back alley. He 

stated it is very limited visibility and road signage. He stated he is hoping to place a sign 

15-30 square feet in area on the north wall to gain some visibility for traffic.  

 

VanNoord questioned if the sign that is above where he wants his to be is the same size 

he is proposing but just underneath. Loser stated exactly the same size, for aesthetics it is 

sufficiently sized. He stated he might change a little bit of wording on the sign but the 

size and color will be identical. VanNoord stated she was at the property and there is a 

freestanding sign on 28th Street. Justin stated he reached out to his landlord to verify with 
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the owner that being in the rear suite he does not have access to that road sign at all. He 

stated that is why a wall sign would be necessary. 

 

Houtman questioned if there are other businesses in the back. Loser stated they have an  

inter-joining suite between Tae Kwon Do so they have frontage on the west wall as well 

with no access to the north wall. He stated he was unable to determine if they received 

permission or a variance to put that sign up, but it has been there for the 10 years he has 

worked at Complete Weddings.  

 

Derusha questioned if we have any history on signage. Pung stated he did not find a sign 

permit and there has been no variances granted at this site. Pung stated he would have to 

do more research it could be the sign went up without a permit. 

 

Derusha questioned if the applicant is allowed any kind of a signage. Loser stated he 

would be allowed one on the west wall but because of Trader Joes development on the 

next door property, driving past from the west to the east the trees are in the way and 

there is no visibility coming from east to west because of the west facing wall.  

 

Lipner questioned if there was no chance of him being added to the sign along 28th Street. 

Loser stated that is correct, he has a letter from the owner that says the rear suites do not 

have access for signage. Lipner questioned if that was in the leasing contract. Justin 

stated he thought it was contractual in his lease because that is what the previous owner 

of his company indicated. He stated he checked his lease and there is nothing in his lease 

that specifically says that. Loser stated that is when he reached out to the property 

manager and he in turn reached out to the owner and it was confirmed that he does not 

have access and it says in his letter that the rear suites do not have that available as an 

option.  

 

Justin stated at the end of the plaza side they just put in a new restaurant 9 months ago 

and their sign went on the roadside fairly quickly. Therefore, that indicated that is part of 

their lease but he reached out a couple of times to ask and hasn’t gotten anywhere with 

their property managers getting them on that sign. 

 

Houtman questioned if he could put some type of direction indicator on the sign. Justin 

stated he does have the wording “rear of building” on there and he was debating on 

putting an arrow on that sign as well. Houtman stated he drove around a couple of times 

and saw reference to the rear of the building he went right past his door because that to 

him is the side not the rear. VanNoord stated she actually did the same. Loser stated he 

gets that all the time. He stated rear of the building made the most sense to him however 

if the commissioners have any suggestions he is open.  

 

VanNoord stated she would  suggest them to put their address on the sign too because she 

couldn’t find that address at all. Lipner stated he did that same thing drove around twice 

it wasn’t until he used the address and that is when he found it. 
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Lipner stated when he goes from the 28th Street side around to the building where there is 

some ground level signage. Justin stated he recently put those signs in prior to all of this 

happening as a directional and that has only been there a short time. Justin stated this is 

mostly for exposure to 28th Street. The small directional sign is not big enough to gain 

any of that exposure. Justin stated he didn’t feel that renting one of the black signs was 

necessary during the pandemic. However, they recently did some internal remodeling that 

is very customer friendly to their office and he is trying to attract people once or twice a 

month to get a walk in and the Google searching that is going to come about by having 

some exposure on that north wall. 

 

Lipner questioned if the landlord has offered any alternatives to them. Justin stated he 

approached and asked over the summer if it would be ok with them if he put a sign on the 

north wall underneath Tae Kwon Do sign. They said they did not have a problem with 

putting one sign on the north wall. They suggested he hire a professional company to do 

it and make sure it is according to code. He contacted a sign company and they said they 

have to pull a permit and he has to get a variance to put it on that wall. 

 

Justin stated there is an old decrepit sign on the west wall in the very far upper cornerthat  

no one can see it because it has faded and needs to be removed. The sign company has 

indicated that they will remove the old signage at no charge.   

 

Pung stated he doesn’t think those spaces in the back were intended for tenant spaces and 

believes over time they started leasing them out. 

 

Derusha opened the public hearing. 

 

There was no public comment 

 

Motion by Lipner, supported by Houtman to close the public hearing. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0-  

- Yeas: Berry-Ridge, Derusha, 

Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

VanNoord, West 

- Nays: None 

 

Lenger stated point 1 is met because of the location and there is nothing else that can be 

done as far as where it is located and the design of the building. Lenger stated point 2 is 

met it is unique. Lenger stated point 3 is met, other stores have signs and have the ability 

for customers to find the location. 

 

Lipner, VanNoord, West, Berry-Ridge, Houtman and Derusha concurred that points 1, 2 

and 3 have been met. 
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Lenger stated point 4 has been met there isn’t anyone who has spoken against the sign it 

is just a sign for location and not overly large or offensive. Lenger stated point 5 is met it 

is just a property right of the owner to identify where he is. Lenger stated point 6 has 

been met. 

 

Lipner, VanNoord, West, Berry-Ridge, Houtman and Derusha concurred that points 4, 5 

and 6 have been met. 

 

Motion by Lenger, supported by VanNoord, to approve V-21-05 conditioned on that 

the sign will be equal to the sign that is already there and that the overall signage 

will not exceed what is already on that wall. 

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applying 

to the property that do not apply generally to other properties in the same zoning 

district.  

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does not 

occur often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in 

the same zone district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the 

surrounding neighborhood.  

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions of 

the applicant. Thus, by way of example, the exceptional circumstances result from 

uses or development on an adjacent property or the exceptional shape of the 

property is the result of an unrelated predecessor’s split of the parcel 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0-  

- Yeas: Berry-Ridge, Derusha, 

Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

VanNoord, West 

- Nays: None 

Appeal #V-21-06 

 

Applicant: Vista IT Group 

Location: 5282 East Paris Avenue, SE 

 

Request: The applicant wishes to expand their parking lot.  The proposed additional parking 

would come up to the north property line.  The adjacent property to the north is currently a 

single-family home; Section 17.06.C require a forty-five (45) foot parking setback, twenty-foot 

landscaped buffer, and six (6) foot high vertical screen along the adjacent (north) property line.  

The requested variances are for a reduction of forty-five (45) feet to the required parking setback, 

reduction of twenty (20) feet to the required landscape buffer, and to waive the vertical screen 

requirement. 
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Jeff Stevens, 5282 East Paris, was present. He stated they have been in the building over 3 years 

and the company experienced a growth curve that was beyond what they projected. He stated 

when they moved in the building it was a total of 42 employees and at that time he had about 52 

parking spots. He stated they have done some reconfiguring with the stripping of the parking lot 

to add an additional 4 spaces when they had it resurfaced about 2 years ago and as of today he 

has about 62 employees and 56 spaces. He stated they have been doing a rotation with their 

employees to accommodate the limited spacing that they have. He stated he looked at this as a 

solution to expand the parking lot. He stated the organization doesn’t have enough warehouse 

spacing either. He stated the area that is west of the rear of the building is a high elevation and in 

order to expand the facility he has to do excavation because it is a 20 foot rise until you hit the 

building to the west. He stated that is when he started working with an architectural firm and 

they were providing plans to expand the warehouse.  

 

Stevens stated about 2 weeks ago he signed a letter of intent to temporarily move into some 

additional warehouse space around the corner and that will give them an additional 5,000 square 

feet to accommodate some contractual opportunities that the company has been recently 

awarded. He stated he had to react quickly to find additional warehouse space to accommodate 

the space and capacity requirements that he is going to have beginning in June. He stated that 

was a 3 year lease and that will buy him probably about 2 years to get the space he needs from 

the warehouse perspective.  

 

He stated the reason for the additional parking spaces is he doesn’t need as many parking spots 

for the additional warehouse but he will need more parking spots for the sales and administrative 

staff that supports the business. He stated this feels like putting the parking spots in for the future 

business and his intent to stay in the Kentwood community for the foreseeable future. He stated 

they like the area. He stated from the landscaping perspective they have spent over $20,000 just 

beautifying the area. He stated recently they improved the signage with some rocks that they had 

moved with the parking lot expansion in question to build a nice retaining wall around East Paris 

Ave that faces the traffic. 

 

He stated in the application pictures it shows where the parking lot would be added and also 

shows a picture of the street view as a pedestrian. There is a little bit of a natural grade or 

elevation that has the building and the parking lot somewhat elevated from the street view. 

Where the parking lot would start there are also trees in the landscaping that would provide a 

natural barrier and buffer for anybody to have visibility of any additional vehicles that they 

parked in that spot. He stated this location was actually chosen as a suggestion by Superior 

Asphalt as they were looking at their options and the biggest reason is for the flow of traffic. He 

stated at the warehouse they get about 7-10 trucks that deliver daily. He stated it is unpredicted 

timeframes. He stated the traffic flow comes in and goes south of the shared top and bottom 

north/south parking spaces. He stated they circle around with the vehicles north and back up in 

the recessed loading dock and unload their goods there and then head back around to the top 

because that is the sharp corner that they can’t avoid. Therefore that parking area would get 

added to give him the traffic pattern that won’t disrupt some of the larger vehicles that are 

making deliveries throughout the day in the building.  
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He stated the one thing the commissioners need to take into consideration is that they are one of 

six properties that butts up to adjacent residential and by the aerial view that there is probably at 

least a 50 yard natural wooded barrier that is already in place from the residential area. He stated 

had that been an industrial property they wouldn’t have to go in front of the Zoning Board to get 

the variance. 

 

Houtman questioned if he has heard anything from the residents. Stevens stated no not that he is 

aware of. Pung stated we have not heard anything from the homeowner. Stevens stated they will 

not be encroaching or taking any trees or nature elements from the other property owners. He 

stated they have some aged pine trees which will have to go at some point, the landscaper stated 

they have some type of fungus and they are old enough it is time to replace them.  

 

Lipner questioned what type of parking he plans to put in. Stevens stated whatever the preference 

is that the Zoning Board has he hasn’t seen any detail from Superior as to whether it is going to 

angled or straight but if he recalls it may be angled to provide more spaces. Discussion ensued. 

Lipner stated he is just wondering if he has enough room to put in another row of parking. 

Stevens stated that has all been measured by Superior Asphalt. Lipner questioned if he could use 

the land to the south of the present building. Stevens stated no, to the south there is a water basin 

and a retention pond.  

 

Houtman questioned if it will be a single row of parking. Sevens stated that is correct. 

 

Derusha opened the public hearing. 

 

There was no public comment. 

 

Motion by Lipner, supported by Lenger, to close the public hearing. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0-  

- Yeas: Berry-Ridge, Derusha, 

Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

VanNoord, West 

- Nays: None 

 

Houtman stated point 1 is met because of the distance of the other home but also because of the 

elevations to the side and the potential of the use of the land to the rear. Houtman stated point 2 

is met because there are only 5 or 6 other pieces of property in Kentwood that are butt up against 

a residential piece of housing and this makes the most sense in terms of future expansion. 

Houtman stated point 3 is met.  

 

Berry-Ridge, West, VanNoord, Lipner, concurred points 1,2 and 3 are met. Lipner added 

especially point 1 when the dwelling is actually on a light industrial zoning lot. Lenger and 

Derusha concurred. 
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Houtman stated point 4 has been met the whole area is zoned industrial and the residents have 

not been heard from and if that house ever goes there is not going to be another residential 

property there. Houtman stated point 5 has been met unique circumstances applying to the 

property to the north it is anticipated the variance will impair the intent of the zoning ordinance. 

Houtman stated point 6 has been met. 

 

Berry-Ridge, West, VanNoors, Lipner, Lenger, Dersha concurred that points 4, 5 and 6 have 

been me 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Lenger, to approve V-21-06 based on the discussion 

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions based on tge 

topography site layout etc. applying to the property that do not apply generally to other 

properties in the same zoning district. Exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or 

conditions include by way of example:  

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does not occur 

often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would deprive the 

applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in the same zone 

district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the surrounding 

neighborhood.  

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the Zoning 

Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions of the 

applicant. Thus, by way of example, the exceptional circumstances result from uses or 

development on an adjacent property or the exceptional shape of the property is the result 

of an unrelated predecessor’s split of the parcel.  

 

 

 

 

Appeal #V-21-07 

 

Applicant: AT&T 

Location: 1539 Pickett Street, SE  

 

Request: The applicant wishes to install a forty-nine (49) inch tall utility and/or 

communications cabinet in the front yard.  The Zoning Administrator has made the 

interpretation that no utility and/or communications equipment more than thirty-six (36) 

inches in height may be placed within the public street right-of-way or on private 

property within the minimum required building setback along streets.  The applicant is 

appealing the Zoning Administrator’s interpretation that the proposed utility and/or 

communications cabinet is limited to no more than thirty-six (36) inches in height. 

 

Appeal #V-21-08 
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Applicant:  AT&T  

Location:  426 Pine Vista Drive, SE 

 

Request:  The applicant wishes to install a forty-nine (49) inch tall utility and/or 

communications cabinet in the street side yard.  The Zoning Administrator has made the 

interpretation that no utility and/or communications equipment more than thirty-six (36) 

inches in height may be placed within the public street right-of-way or on private 

property within the minimum required building setback along streets.  The applicant is 

appealing the Zoning Administrator’s interpretation that the proposed utility and/or 

communications cabinet is limited to no more than thirty-six (36) inches in height. 

 

Appeal #V-21-09 

 

Applicant:  AT&T 

Location:  5945 Christie Avenue, SE  

 

Request: The applicant wishes to install a forty-nine (49) inch tall utility and/or 

communications cabinet in the front yard.  The Zoning Administrator has made the 

interpretation that no utility and/or communications equipment more than thirty-six (36) 

inches in height may be placed within the public street right-of-way or on private 

property within the minimum required building setback along streets.  The applicant is 

appealing the Zoning Administrator’s interpretation that the proposed utility and/or 

communications cabinet is limited to no more than thirty-six (36) inches in height. 

    

Chad Vantil, 245 East 24th Street Holland, MI with AT & T was present. He stated he 

would like to cover all three locations and if there is comment on a specific location he 

will be open to answer any questions. 

 

Vantil stated AT&T has a plan to bring in a very large capital investment to the City of 

Kentwood. He stated they would like to bring their current infrastructure to the residents 

by building fiber optic cable straight to their homes. He stated the current build plan for 

the next 3 years is to cover an estimated 20% of Kentwood’s population and expanding 

their build closer to 70% in future years as their capital build continues. He stated this 

infrastructure will also be able to provide a more affordable broadband option to 

businesses adjacent to these neighborhoods.  

 

Vantil stated he laid out the plan to use existing cabinets if room was available to retrofit 

their fiber distribution in them as their first choice. He stated the only other option would 

be to propose a new stand-alone cabinet placement. Due to the average number of living 

units within the targeted Kentwood neighborhoods (about 342 homes) the cabinets they 

would need to serve that capacity would exceed that 36 inch minimum height restriction.  

He stated the selected locations are made to be the least intrusive as possible. Their 

cabinet height would not contribute to any vision impediment nor impact the well-being 
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or safety of the City of Kentwood, its residents or its visitors. He stated the new proposed 

cabinet heights do not exceed the height of the structures presently at these locations.  

 

Vantil stated it is his request with the cabinet height of 49 inches at the specified address 

be given consideration for a variance from the Zoning Administrators interpretation. He 

stated without such variance the City of Kentwood residents and businesses will not have 

the latest technology in high speed broadband that is crucial to this world. 

 

Derusha opened the public hearing. 

 

Douglas and Shelly Hogle, 1539 Pickett were present. She stated they already have 3 

cabinets in their yard that measure 50-60 inches tall. She questioned if they would be 

taking those down and then putting only one up. Vantil stated it is to displace the current 

infrastructure in their facilities that they have now. Previous upgrades have been 

interactive with the current infrastructure of copper cable, those are all copper boxes. He 

stated it is to displace them but they can not remove because everybody in that area 

would have to go off of that service they can not force people to go off legally and it 

wouldn’t be a good proactive for them to say they can no longer have their service. There 

may be opportunities to remove those boxes, but it might take years after the customer 

has left that service the new fiber to the home is more affordable and reasonable. They 

are hoping all the customers they have will come to that technology. Discussion ensued. 

Vantil stated they are not going to replace at this time. 

 

VanNoord questioned how many customers they have right now. Vantil stated the 

average is 342 customers in all their zones. 

 

Hotuman questioned how many will convert over from copper over to fiber. Vantil stated 

they currently have a copper service so out of the 342 customers only 20% are using their 

actual copper services. Discussion ensued. 

 

Houtman questioned how the boxes are higher than 36inches and how did they get there. 

Pung stated in the past in those easements there weren’t building permits required. What 

brought this to the forefront was the advent of things like small cell wireless and a lot of 

the new wireless facilities we were getting some requests for the associated utility cabinet 

that were quite large. One request they were looking to put in the public ROW. It was a 

cabinet that was 7 feet wide and 5 feet high. Pung stated part of looking at that request we 

created an interpretation currently for how we would look at structures within the public 

ROW and in the front yards along streets. The Planning Commission is looking at 

amending the Zoning Ordinance with regard to the height for utility structures and 

cabinets. They wanted staff to look at other communities to see what type of equipment 

they have and what their minimum requirements are. Staff is in the process of gathering 

additional information for the Planning Commission review but at this point there is no 

recommendation.  
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Houtman questioned why is the Zoning Board discussing if the Planning Commission is 

reviewing. Pung stated currently there is the interpretation where they are limited to 

36inches. The applicant is saying they don’t agree with the interpretation. Pung stated an 

appeal for an interpretation comes before the Zoning Board of Appeals and they have to 

decide if this was a proper interpretation to restrict them to 36inches and 30 inches in a 

clear vision corner.  

 

Houtman stated if everything is already over 36inches how can we say that this one at 49 

inches is wrong. He questioned if Vantil plans to get rid of the other cabinets over time 

and if so how long will it take him to do so. Pung stated if the ordinance is amended then 

it becomes non-conforming and nonconforming structures can remain and have 

maintenance done to them and when they are replaced whatever they are replaced with 

does have to come into conformance with whatever the ordinance restrictions are. 

Discussion ensued. 

 

Mr & Mrs. Hogle said their concern is the replacement of the new boxes and how long it 

is going to take for the old stuff to be taken away. He stated they have 3 now they are 

going to have a 4th one  

 

Houtman questioned how long will these cabinets be there. Vantil stated they may be 

able to talk to their attorneys, AT&T has a legal obligation to keep service maintained. 

They have no legal recourse or no action to remove people from those services. He stated 

he doesn’t know but the new technology does displace that. Discussion ensued. He stated 

this will be their 3rd AT&T box he isn’t sure what the other electrical boxes are. It will go 

directly behind their other cabinet. He stated they also have options to provide 

landscaping aesthetics that will help the homeowners out as well. 

 

Houtman questioned if he can consolidate some of those old cabinets down as people 

drop out of copper and go to fiber. Vantil stated they do that as first choice. Discussion 

ensued.  

 

Houtman stated this request should go to the Planning Commission. Pung stated since 

there is an interpretation out there, that is what the commissioners need to vote on. Pung 

stated making the presentations to the Planning Commission in the end they will 

determine what the appropriate heights would be or what the ordinance will be. But, in 

the meantime the Zoning Administrator came up with the interpretation the Zoning Board 

should address the situation as it is now.  

 

Houtman questioned if the cabinets are installed and the planning commission decides 36 

inches is reasonable then there will be 3-4 cabinets that are grandfathered. Pung stated if 

they are in before the ordinance then yes.  

 

Vantil stated he would need to place 3 boxes around 34 inches and they would be 

centrally located for the whole neighborhood. He stated regarding the height he knows 
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there are other service providers out there, but their largest box that they have is 49 

inches.  

 

Hogle, questioned whether or not they will have 3 more cabinets in their yard, Vantil 

stated no, that was only to the point out that they have smaller options. He stated he 

would not do that, he doesn’t have any plans to do that. That was just to the point of 

getting a smaller cabinet. He would need 3 of the smaller boxes to hold the capacity of 

one larger 49 inch cabinet. Vantil stated he would be more than happy to discuss with the 

neighbors exactly what it would look like within the easement and discuss some 

landscape options. Hogle, stated they just see this as a big mess in their front yard 

 

Discussion ensued 

 

Vantil stated he went to their manufacturer to see what they can do for a smaller profile, 

more dense capacity box and there is nothing in the works. That is their only option. He 

stated he had a pole mounted option and was told by the Engineering Department that 

there is a ruling against pole placements in the ROW so that was not an option. He stated 

they have looked into different options of what they can do. 

 

Derusha questioned how long will it take the Planning Commission to approve this. Pung 

stated about 3 months or so, it would also have to go through City Commission approval 

as well. Pung stated staff is looking into other communities and what their requirements 

are.  

 

Houtman stated his concern is anything that is approved now may all end up being 

grandfathered. He stated then they don’t have another option other than multiplying the 

smaller ones. Houtman stated it doesn’t seem like Zoning Board should be dealing with 

this right now. 

 

Ruth Goddard, external and legislative affairs for At&T for West and Southwest 

Michigan was present. She stated these are expensive to do so they are their last choice. 

They searched for any other options and worked very hard with municipalities and 

residents and that is why she has no doubt that Vantil will work with the homeowners and 

try and do landscaping etc. She stated staff stated that the City of Kentwood were going 

to work with other providers when the Planning Commission comes up with an 

ordinance. She stated it could be that ordinance is not going to only be 36 inches and a 

possibility it is going to be bigger. Discussion ensued. VanNoord stated the Zoning Board 

has to interpret the zoning as it is now. 

 

BerryRidge questioned have they run into any other similar issues with other 

municipalities that they have worked with. Goddard stated not in West Michigan or 

Southwest Michigan and her colleagues have not reported this issue in other areas of the 

state.  
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Lipner questioned how long they have been installing these larger cabinets. Goddard 

stated the fiber technology is new. When they came out with Uverse they were very 

controversial and yet people found once they were in, they were not quite intrusive as 

feared. 

 

Houtman questioned what do they consider to be decent landscaping around the cabinet. 

Hogle,1539 Pickett stated they would not be able to do lansccaping because it is under 

wire. They were concerned how far back are they going to go. They don’t know how 

landscaping is going to accommodate what is already there. Houtman questioned fencing. 

Hogle, 1539 Pickett stated the City won’t allow that either because it is close to the road 

and it would obstruct clear vision. 

 

Discussion ensued regarding the placement of the boxes at 1539 Pickett. Vantil stated the 

new cabinet would be on the neighbors property to the east. Hogle, stated regardless it is 

an eyesore. Vantil stated he does try to take into consideration as to where these boxes go 

and have worked with residents to try to ease the visual clutter as much as they can. 

 

Derusha stated whatever decision they come up with is probably not going to fix 

anything. Hogle, stated they don’t want to have to have 3 additional boxes along with 

what they already have there now. 

 

Lenger stated if Zoning Board doesn’t act on it and tables it, does this inhibit his 

continued work. Vantil stated it does, they have it ready to roll out and scheduled for 

early March. It wasn’t until the application was reviewed by the Engineering Department 

that this issue was identified. He stated they have been doing these boxes since 2006 

without any type of issues. He stated they have already bought the cabinet for this 

location, the fiber that feeds it, and the 30,000 feet of fiber that goes into the 

neighborhood. They have postponed all other builds in the City of Kentwood, however 

for these 3 locations they have already had their investment into the material and 

infrastructure. He stated he could hold off going beyond these three but he would request 

a variance of the interpretation today to move forward with the three that they have now. 

He stated this is the only way they can bring the upgraded broadband service to the City 

of Kentwood. 

 

Ryan Mosley, 426 Pine Vista was also present. He stated he sent an email asking for shop 

drawings, cabinet locations and dimensions and hasn’t received a reply. They have 2 

cabinets existing and wants to know what is being proposed. Vantil stated he can give out 

his email and contact all the parties in the area and explain to them and show them graphs 

that he provided to the City. They have schematics of the Pine Vista location and he can 

also do some renderings to show them what it looks like. Mosley stated he also needs a 

copy of the easement. Vantil stated his property the easement is along Madison and it is 

part of a public utility easement and part of the plat of his subdivision. 

 

Houtman questioned if the Planning Commission can take action on this sooner than 3 

months. Pung stated it is not scheduled yet and they are going to want feedback from 
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other service providers then it will have to be a work session and public hearing then go 

to the City Commission 3 weeks after that.  

 

Derusha questioned how long a request can be tabled. Pung stated we will have to check 

with the City Attorney and he will have to see in the ordinance how quickly a decision 

needs to be made. 

 

Lenger stated Vantil stated if Zoning Board doesn’t approve these locations then we tie 

their hands and they won’t continue working on these 3 locations. Vantil stated these 3 

location are the only ones he has a large cost investment into them already and materials 

purchased. He stated they do have a number of locations that would need standalone. He 

stated he would like an interpretation tonight due to his investment of materials and then 

they can table other future locations if need be.  Houtman questioned how he would be 

able to build in the future if the ordinance is 36 inches. Vantil stated they would just have 

to scratch the City of Kenwood from their build plan and invest in the neighboring 

communities. Discussion ensued. 

 

Houtman stated he feels this isn’t a decision the Zoning Board should be involved in. 

Derusha stated what they have right now is putting a band aid on a poor solution. Lipner 

stated we have to take into account the neighborhood and the effect it will have on them. 

Pung stated the 6 standards do not apply for this request. They have to decide if the 

interpretation is correct and reasonable.  

 

Vantil stated this is a request to bring fiber to the existing residents. He stated this 

benefits them as well as the better the technology the more customers. 

 

Mosley stated he was hoping the boxes were going to consolidated. He stated he feels 

like this is a poorly executed plan. 

 

West questioned why does AT&T have to use the cabinets. Vantil stated the boxes are the 

main distribution hub so they do have throughout the front yard the smaller boxes that are 

36 inches those are the service taps the feed the individual homes. The proposed box is 

supposed to feed on an average of 342 homes up to 832 living units. Discussion ensued 

 

Pung stated the Board should look at the addresses individually to determine if the  

interpretation is reasonable or not due to their proposed location 

 

Derusha stated there should be some limitation as to how many boxes they can have and 

the height. Vantil stated he can relocate across the street but they try to stay were existing 

cabinets are because the intrusion is already there. They purchased the easement to be on 

the north side of the street. This would be the third cabinet on each location 

 

Motion by Houtman supported by Lipner to close the public hearing. 

      

- Motion Carried (6-0-  
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- Yeas: Berry-Ridge, Derusha, 

Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

VanNoord, West 

- Nays: None 

 

Houtman stated he thinks this is a decision that should be made by the City Commission, 

the elected officials. He stated he doesn’t think this decision should be made tonight he 

recognizes the investment that AT&T has and walking in with a 36 inch cabinet as a 

potential solution to this will blow up in their faces. He stated he is not in favor of 

moving forward but he thinks this has to be settled at a higher level. 

 

Houtman stated he approves the Zoning Administrator’s decision to deny the cabinet. 

 

VanNoord stated the 36 inches to her is reasonable. 

 

Lenger stated because this is a temporary thing he would like to deny it, but it was never 

there before then all of a sudden it impeded work that was already in place. He thinks we 

should ok this. He stated we are not making a new rule or new ordinance.  

 

Motion by, Lenger supported by Lipner that based on the circumstances to these 3 

specific requests V-21-07, V-21-08, V-21-09 the interpretation should not be upheld and 

we allow them to proceed with strong recommendation that this is looked at sooner rather 

than later by the City Commission.  

 

- Motion Failed (2-5)-  

- Yeas: Lenger, Lipner 

- Nays: Berry-Ridge, Derusha, 

Houtman, VanNoord, West 

     

Motion by Lipner, supported by Lenger, to adjourn the meeting. 

 

- Motion Carried (7-0-  

- Yeas: Berry-Ridge, Derusha, 

Houtman, Lenger, Lipner, 

VanNoord, West 

- Nays: None 

 

Meeting adjourned at  9:05p.m. 

 

      Respectfully submitted, 

 

      Alan Lipner, Secretary  
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PROPOSED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

CITY COMMISSION CHAMBERS 

AUGUST 16, 2021, 7:00 P.M. 

 

 

1. Chair Derusha called the meeting to order. 

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance (West) 

 

3. Roll Call 

MEMBERS PRESENT:  Lisha Berry-Ridge, Les Derusha, Robert Houtman, Amanda Le, 

Alan Lipner and Susan West 

MEMBERS ABSENT:  Mary VanNoord (absent with notification) 

OTHERS PRESENT: Planner Joe Pung, Planning Assistant Monique Collier, the 

applicants.  

 

 Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to excuse VanNoord from the meeting. 

 

- Motion Carried (6-0) – 

- VanNoord absent -  

 

4. Approval of the Minutes and Findings of Fact 

 

 Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to approve the minutes of March 15, 

2021 and May 17, 2021   

- Motion Carried (6-0) – 

- VanNoord absent -  

 

5. Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to speak to non-agenda items. 

 

There was no public comment. 

 

6. Public Hearing 

 

Appeal #V-21-10 

 

Applicant:  Speedway, LLC 

Location: 4384 Kalamazoo Avenue, 4338 Kalamazoo Avenue, 4382 

Kalamazoo Avenue & 1637 – 44th Street SE 

  

Request: The applicant wishes to demolish the existing vehicle fuel station 

and construct a new one.  As proposed, the building would be 

setback 23.3 feet from the east property line and there would be 

two (2) driveways onto Kalamazoo Avenue.  Section 15.04.D.1 

requires a minimum building setback of fifty (50) feet from the 
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east property line and Section 15.04.D.6 permits only one (1) 

driveway onto Kalamazoo Avenue. 

 

The requested variances are: 1) a reduction of 26.7 feet to the 

building setback from the east property line, and 2) permit a 

second driveway onto Kalamazoo Avenue. 

 

Mandy Gauss, CESO Engineer, (13060 South US Highway Suite B, 27 Dewitt MI) 

representing Speedway was present. She presented a slideshow of the project. She stated 

two of the parcels are located in the City of Grand Rapids and 2 in the City of 

Kentwood. She stated they have already gone through the process of getting a 425 

Agreement in place so that all the zoning will be done under the City of Kentwood with 

the 425 for the approval process. 

 

Gauss stated the current site straddles 3 parcels and the site under contract is the oil 

change place to the north. She stated all four parcels would be demolished everything 

would be cleaned up all underground tanks piping everything would be coming out and 

brand new infrastructure would be going back in. 

 

Gauss stated the building is a 4,608 square foot building. She stated it will be your 

standard convenience store. It is more the grab and go type food, no restaurant inside the 

facility.  She stated it has the bathrooms with multiple stalls. It meets the parking code at 

24 parking spaces. She stated there are currently 4 dispensers, the proposed station will 

have 8 dispensers. 

 

Gauss stated there is an existing shared driveway between the oil change place and a 

learning center next door that is proposed to remain in place. She stated the existing 

driveway on Kalamazoo is proposed to stay open. She stated the variance request is for 

the second driveway on Kalamazoo. She stated the importance of the drive; they did a 

traffic study and in a current no build situation the left turn stacking is 142 feet and in 

the build scenario it is 144 feet. She stated with 144 feet the cars are stacking and it is 

beyond the existing shared driveway. She stated to make a left out and do a turnaround 

to head south bound on Kalamazoo Ave from that driveway you cannot do during peak 

hours. She stated that is that last turnaround before it goes down to a non divided 

roadway.  

 

Gauss stated it is very important that the cars would be able to make the right movement 

out to get over into the left turn lane and then maneuver so they can head southbound on 

Kalamazoo. She stated it is an existing driveway for Speedway today. She stated they 

are proposing it in the same location. She stated with the driveway modifications you 

won’t see much difference in what is currently there right now if the variance is 

approved. They will be in the same location as they are now. She stated the level of 

service for both of those is acceptable.  
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Gauss stated they had the City of Grand Rapids review the traffic study since 

Kalamazoo is their roadway for ROW. They responded back saying that they are 

onboard with what was shown in the study. They did comment that they would like to 

see that existing driveway narrowed some as it is 40 feet wide currently, they would like 

it to be reduced in width. She stated they don’t have a problem with that; however, when 

going through the Planning Commission some of the board members wanted it to stay 

the same because it is easier for cars to get in and out. She stated they are on board with 

either option, they would just like it in that location for accessibility for the southbound 

on Kalamazoo.  

 

Gauss stated the other variance they are requesting is for the rear yard setback. She stated 

behind the Speedway is an R4 residential zoning district. She stated  because this is a 

fueling station, the 50 foot setback is required adjacent to residential.  She stated the City 

of Grand Rapids only requires 15 foot setback. She stated with the 425 all of the zoning 

goes through the City of Kentwood that is why they are requesting the variance in order 

to allow 23.3 feet in lieu of the 50 foot setback. She stated there are dumpsters and sheds 

that are closer to the residential now than their building would be with the 

redevelopment. She stated they are going to add more greenspace behind the building. 

Gauss stated they can’t shift the building closer to Kalamazoo and take away some of the 

pavement because trucks have to enter and exit off of 44th Street. Kalamazoo is not a 

truck route so they are not allowed to have their fueling truck go onto Kalamazoo 

Avenue. She stated they have to enter off of 44th Street and then they have to wrap 

around the canopy, drop fuel and then pull back out on 44th Street. She stated to reduce 

that she doesn’t think it is a safe maneuver with the fueling trucks. It is very important 

that they do not take away some of the pavement area in the front. She stated landscaping 

is also important for the roadways to have that greenspace. She stated they don’t feel it 

would be detrimental to the residential use in the back. It is more of an apartment style 

and not single family it is a large scale residential development.  

 

Houtman questioned if Tuffy would be moving. Gauss stated as of right now Tuffy is 

month to month when things move forward they will be moving out. She stated she 

doesn’t know what their plan is in the future. 

 

Lipner stated he was there and he noticed quite a few cars behind Tuffy and parked at the 

oil change and questioned if they are all there for Tuffy. Guass stated she believes they 

are for Tuffy. She stated if anything there may be some employee cars but she doesn’t 

know for sure. She stated the new Speedway will be able to accommodate parking so 

whatever congestion that is there now won’t be a problem in the future. 

 

Houtman stated if Kalamazoo is not a truck route, how does the gas station up the street 

on Kalamazoo get fuel. Pung stated in Kentwood if the destination is on a non-truck route 

you are allowed to go to your destination then you have to come back immediately to a 

designated truck route. You can’t drive through any street to get there. 
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Berry-Ridge questioned if they anticipate traffic at the children’s daycare. Gauss stated 

they don’t anticipate much traffic at all. Most people she anticipates will use the middle 

driveway.  

 

Houtman questioned if staff heard anything from the apartment complex or any 

neighbors. Pung stated we use Regis to send out notices within 300 feet and the data base 

is provided by Kent County. He stated the apartment complex would have gotten the 

notice. 

 

Derusha questioned how many dispensers they will have. Gauss stated they are going to 

have 8 dispensers.  

 

Houtman questioned if they have lights that are confined to the site. Gauss stated 

Kentwood’s lighting codes are very strict; however, they are meeting them, there is one 

that they have to adjust, but they will make sure it gets done.  

 

Houtman questioned what landscaping they will be putting at the back property line. 

Gauss stated part of the problem is an existing sanitary main that runs along the rear of 

the property line. They will be relocating the main to bypass the site. She stated there is 

an easement currently along the rear property line and the utilities are at the rear of the 

site, that hinders some of the landscaping along the back. She stated they do have some 

landscaping proposed along the back and a heavier shrub line adjacent to the residential 

zoning. 

 

Motion by Lipner, supported by Houtman, to close the public hearing. 

 

- Motion Carried (6-0 ) – 

- VanNoord absent –  

 

Houtman stated point 1 is met. The development is in two cities and the station shares a 

drive with an adjacent use and in order to make this work properly and to rehabilitate the 

site, the two drives on Kalamazoo are needed. Houtman stated point 2 is met. It is located 

in two jurisdictions and as indicated it is the only one in Kentwood in this situation. 

Houtman stated point 3 has been met. The literal application of the zoning ordinance 

would deprive the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by the zone. 

 

Lipner concurred that points 1, 2 and 3 have been met adding especially on the north 

driveway as it is a shared driveway, therefore it has to be maintained where it is. 

 

Berry-Ridge, West, Le, Derusha concurred that points 1, 2 and 3 have been met. 

 

Houtman stated point 4 has been met. He thinks it won’t be detrimental, it will probably 

be an improvement. Houtman stated point 5 is met because it is a very unique condition 

being in two cities and the rear yard building setback will be farther away then they are 

right now when they remove the existing building. Houtman stated point 6 has been met. 
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The existing circumstances and conditions of the site and the adjacent properties were not 

created by the applicant. 

 

Lipner, Berry-Ridge, West, Le, Derusha concurred that points 4, 5 and 6 have been met 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Berry-Ridge to approve V-21-10 based on the 

prior discussion  

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions 

applying to the property that do not apply generally to other properties in 

the same zoning district.  

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does 

not occur often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning 

provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other 

properties in the same zone district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the 

surrounding neighborhood.  

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions 

of the applicant. Thus, by way of example, the exceptional circumstances 

result from uses or development on an adjacent property or the exceptional 

shape of the property is the result of an unrelated predecessor’s split of the 

parcel.  

 

 

 

Appeal #V-21-11 

 

 Applicant:  Speedway, LLC  

Location: 4384 Kalamazoo Avenue, 4338 Kalamazoo Avenue, 4382 

Kalamazoo Avenue & 1637 – 44th Street SE 

 

Request: The applicant wishes to demolish the existing vehicle fuel station 

and construct a new one.  The proposed sign package includes two 

(2) one hundred (100) sq. foot pole signs with clearance of 5.4 feet 

from the bottom of the sign to the ground and signs on four (4) 

sides of the proposed pump canopy with 47.25 square foot signs on 

the north and south elevations.  For the pole signs, Section 8.03.D 

of the Zoning Ordinance permits only one (1) pole sign, requires a 

minimum of ten (10) feet of ground clearance, and limits the sign 

area along the 44th Street frontage to 95 square feet.  For the signs 

on the canopy, Section 8.03.D permits signage on only two (2) 
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sides of the canopy and limits the sign area on the north and south 

sides to 42 square feet. 

 

 The requested variances are: 1) permit a second pole sign; 2) 

reduce the pole sign ground clearance by 4.6 feet; 3) permit 

increase in pole sign area along 44th Street by 5 square feet; 4) 

permit signage on all four sides of the canopy; and 5) permit an 

increase in sign area of 5.25 square feet for signs on the north and 

south sides of the canopy. 

 

 If the variances for the additional pole sign are not approved, the 

applicant requests a variance to install an eight (8) foot high 

ground sign less than ten (10) feet from the Kalamazoo Avenue 

right-of-way line.  Section 8.03.D requires that a ground sign 

greater than four (4) feet in height be setback at least ten (10) feet 

from the right-of-way line. 

 

Gauss stated signage is very important cars need to know they are coming up on a station 

so they can maneuver in the right turn lane and access the site. She stated it makes it safer 

if they can see it in advance. She stated it is a divided site on both roadways.  

 

Gauss stated currently there is one sign near the intersection on an angle; therefore, it is 

hard to see visibility from all of the different directions. She stated what is being 

requested is to add the goal post sign near the driveways so that it is visible and people 

know where to enter the site.  She stated they are requesting 99 square feet, (100 square 

feet is permitted) on Kalamazoo and 95 square feet is permitted on 44th Street.  

 

Gauss stated as far as the canopy signage, what is being requested is signage on all four 

sides. The signs would be visible to traffic going west and east bound and the end sign 

are for your north and south traffic. She stated signage on the canopy is very important 

for the site and for safety. 

 

Gauss stated there is another proposed sign on the building and that is the reader board 

sign and that is more to tell what the current specials are. It is not really visible from the 

roadway, it’s more for the people at the pumps that are fueling. 

 

Gauss stated if the goal post sign is not approved in the location requested they were 

looking for a setback variance for the monument sign. She stated they could shift the sign 

over however with the easement they can’t put the sign in that easement. If the goal post 

signs are not supported they would like to get the setback variance specific to a 

monument sign on Kalamazoo.  

 

Pung stated they are also asking for the minimum ground clearance. The ordinance 

requires clearance from the ground to the bottom of the sign of 10 feet and they only have 

5.4 feet. 
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Lipner stated they are requesting signage on all four sides of the canopy and wondered if 

it is necessary for the side facing the building. Gauss stated they have it on the corner 

towards the roadway and the reason for that is there is no obstruction to the east of the 

building so the traffic heading west bound on 44th will be able to see that and that is the 

small “S” letter sign 11 square feet in size. She stated it is not a large sign but it is on that 

far end so traffic can see it.  

 

Derusah questioned if the clearance on the sign would have any impact on the corner. 

Pung stated if you are exiting out on 44th Street you can only go right, therefore for traffic 

you will be looking to the left and at 5 feet you can probably see someone walking on the 

sidewalk. Pung stated it is right in /right out for all driveways.  

 

Guass stated they have quite a bit landscaping to help dress up the site. 

 

Le questioned the safety for the people who walk by the driveway. Gauss stated the 

sidewalk is beyond the driveway, you will still be able to see a pedestrian. Gauss stated 

currently there is a concern because there is so much congestion on the site. By moving 

to a dive in canopy and getting rid of the congestion from Tuffy there is a lot of 

movability on site. Gauss stated the City of Grand Rapids was concerned about 

narrowing the driveway, if it was narrower for pedestrians it will help them walk across. 

There is a bus stop on the site as well and they have been in contact with the Rapid 

Transit and they are not planning on relocating the bus stop from its current location. 

 

Houtman questioned if there was a sign on the building itself. Gauss stated just the reader 

board. Houtman questioned what they would be allowed if they wanted a sign on the 

building; Pung stated wall signs are based on the width of the wall to which you are 

attaching the sign on  a corner lot they can have two wall signs they can choose which 

side to put them on. 

 

Berry-Ridge questioned what if the variance is not approved. Gauss stated if it is not 

approved they would end up going to a monument sign without a variance (72 square feet 

in size). If the goal post are not granted they would not have the 10 feet from the ROW 

for the monument sign clearance to be able to put it in the greenbelt. She stated the 

problem with shifting that sign to that location is it is right through the easement. She 

stated they can’t shift the sign to the other location and keep it 10 feet off the ROW 

because it would be with the easement and the sanitary main that is being relocated. 

 

Lipner stated he noticed several other Speedways and they have corner signs, does she 

think that would be adequate for this location, keeping the corner angled sign. Gauss 

stated with the corner angled sign the visibility as your heading east bound and as you’re 

heading north bound you really only see more of the ends of it you don’t get a good look 

at the actual pricing on the sign. However, you do as you’re heading west bound and 

south bound on Kalamazoo. Lipner stated he drove around and he was not restricted to 

seeing pricing or reading anything on the sign in any direction he thought the angled sign 
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was adequate. He stated if we can keep the single sign that would be more prudent. Gauss 

stated one of the issues with the single sign there is a lot of landscaping and it will impact 

the visibility as well. She stated they had to meet City of Grand Rapids and City of 

Kentwood landscape standards so it definitely throws a hiccup on the visibility when you 

are talking about signage. 

 

Lipner questioned how big are the trees. Gauss stated they will grow but they will meet 

the standard they will get more clearance as they get taller, they are more of an 

ornamental tree so they aren’t going to be massive. 

 

Derusha stated the red “S” on the canopy he suggested having the Speedway text as the  

only two canopy signs.  Jennifer High was present. She stated they would prefer to keep 

those goal post signs. She stated operations would be ok with getting rid of the two “S’ 

badges. She stated they typically like to have the Speedway channel letters because it is 

more known. Derusha stated technically they are repetitious because they are on the main 

side too. Guass stated if that were the case they wouldn’t need the number of wall signs it 

would just be the sign of the wall sign on the end.  

 

Gauss stated if the clearance is an issue they can go up to the 25 foot height, that would 

give them 2 feet 3 inches additional of clearance. They wouldn’t meet the 10 feet but they 

would be over 8 feet and still not be over the 25 foot tall sign height maximum. 

 

West questioned if the signs on the canopy are lighted. Gauss stated they are illuminated 

but the canopy surface is not lit just the lettering itself.  

 

Houtman stated would they be able to have these goal post sign in the City of Grand 

Rapids. Gauss stated in the City of Grand Rapids one per frontage for wall signs and pole 

ground signs (50 square foot pole sign 75 square foot ground mount signs) maximum 

height of 25 feet for a pole and 6 foot for ground but the base could not exceed a third of 

that height of the ground mount sign.  

 

Houtman questioned if they are allowed 2 ground signs. Pung stated for a ground sign 

you are allowed one per street frontage. Discussion ensued. 

 

 Derusha stated he could live with the two pole signs and a canopy sign 

 

Derusha opened the public hearing. 

 

There was no public comment. 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Berry-Ridge, to close the public hearing 

 

- Motion Carried (6-0) – 

- VanNoord absent -  
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Lipner stated point 1 is met predicated on the fact that it is located in two municipalities 

and for visibility. Lipner stated point 2 is met because it is in 2 municipalities. Lipner 

stated point 3 is met because of where it is located and the amount of traffic. 

 

West, Berry-Ridge, Houtman, Le, Derusha concurred that points 1, 2 and 3 have been 

met. 

 

Lipner stated point 4 nothing has been bought up. Lipner stated point 5 is met having two 

properties in two separate districts point 5 has been met, Lipner stated point 6 has been 

met 

 

West, Berry-Ridge, Houtman, Le, Derusha concurred that points 4, 5 and 6 

 

Motion by Lipner supported by Houtman, to approve based on the prior discussion   

V-21-11 with the conditions that the two side “S” badges will not be part of the 

variance and the pole sign height will be increased to 25 feet tall and the clearance 

will be 8ft 7 ¾ inches  

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions 

applying to the property that do not apply generally to other properties in 

the same zoning district.  

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does 

not occur often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning 

provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other 

properties in the same zone district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the 

surrounding neighborhood.  

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions 

of the applicant.  

 

Motion by supported by to adjourn the meeting. 

 

- Motion Carried (6 -0) – 

- VanNoord absent - 

 

Meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m. 

 

      Respectfully submitted, 

 

      Robert Houtman, Secretary  



APPROVED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

CITY COMMISSION CHAMBERS 

SEPTEMBER 20, 2021, 7:00 P.M. 

 

 

1. Chair Derusha called the meeting to order. 

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance (VanNoord)  

 

3. Roll Call 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Les Derusha, Robert Houtman, Mary VanNoord and Susan West 

MEMBERS ABSENT: Lisha Berry-Ridge, Amanda Le and Alan Lipner (absent with 

notification) 

OTHERS PRESENT: Planner Joe Pung, Planning Assistant Monique Collier, the 

applicants, and one resident. 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by VanNoord, to excuse Berry-Ridge, Le and 

Lipner from the meeting.   

- Motion Carried (4-0) – 

- Berry-Ridge, Le, Lipner absent - 

 

4. Approval of the Minutes and Findings of Fact 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by VanNoord, to approve the minutes of August 16, 

2021        

- Motion Carried (4-0) – 

- Berry-Ridge, Le, Lipner absent - 

 

5. Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to speak to non-agenda items. 

 

There was no public comment. 

 

6. Public Hearing 

 

Appeal #V-21-12 

 

Applicant:  Trent R. Wadsworth  

Location:  4553 Burton Street 

 

Request: The applicant wishes to expand an existing detached accessory 

building to 1,300 square feet in area.  Section 3.15.D.2.a of the 

Kentwood Zoning Ordinance limits the size of the detached 

accessory building to 960 square in area 
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The requested variance is for an increase in area of 340 square feet 

over the maximum permitted by ordinance. 

  

 

Derusha explained to the applicant that there are normally seven Zoning Board of 

Appeals commissioners. However, there are only 4 members present. He stated in order 

to approve any variance they will need four positive votes. Derusha gave the applicant 

the option to move forward with the variance request but he will need all four members 

yes votes, or they could table their request to the October 18, 2021 meeting where there 

may be more members present. Derusha also explained to the applicant that if he decides 

to move forward tonight and if the variance request fails he will not be able to reapply for 

a year. 

 

Mr. Wadsworth, 4553 Burton Street was present representing the request. He decided 

they would like to table their request to the October 18 meeting. 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by VanNoord, to table V-21-12 to October 18, 2021. 

 

- Motion Carried (4-0) – 

- Berry-Ridge, Le, Lipner absent - 

 

Motion by Houtman, supported by VanNoord, to adjourn the meeting. 

 

- Motion Carried (4-0) – 

- Berry-Ridge, Le, Lipner absent - 

 

Meeting adjourned at 7:15p.m. 

 

      Respectfully submitted, 

 

      Robert Houtman, Secretary  

 

 

 

 



APPROVED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

CITY COMMISSION CHAMBERS 

OCTOBER 18,2021,7:00 P.M. 
 
 
 

1.  Chair Derusha called the meeting to order. 

 
2.  Pledge of Allegiance 

 
3.  Roll Call 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Lisha Berry-Ridge, Les Derusha, Robert Houtman, Alan Lipner, 

Mary VanNoord and Susan West 

MEMBERS ABSENT: Ricardo Rogers (absent with notification) 

OTHERS PRESENT: Planner Joe Pung, Planning Assistant Monique Collier, and the 

applicants. 

 
Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to excuse Rogers from the meeting. 

 
Motion Carried (6-0)  - 

Rogers absent- 

 
4.  Approval of the Minutes and Findings of Fact 

 
Motion by Houtman, supported by VanNoord, to approve the minutes of 

September 20, 2021. 

Motion Carried (6-0) 

Rogers absent - 

 
5.  Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to speak to non-agenda items. 

 
There was no public comment. 

 
6.  Public Hearing 

 
Appeal #V-21-12  (tabled from September 20, 2021) 

 
Applicant: 

Location: 

Trent R. Wadsworth 

4553 Burton Street 

 
Request:  The applicant wishes to expand an existing detached accessory 

building to 1,300 square feet in area.  Section 3.15.D.2.a of the 

Kentwood Zoning Ordinance limits the size of the detached 

accessory building to 960 square in area 
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The requested variance is for an increase in area of 340 square feet 

over the maximum permitted by ordinance. 

 
Trent Wadsworth, 4553 Burton was present representing the request. He stated he would like to 

add 6 feet to the one side of his existing garage and 8 feet to the back side of it. 

 
Houtman read letters from neighbors. Jeff and Carol Dills, 2265 Burton Pines; Jack and Kristen 

Dumez, 4583 Burton St. and Judith Willard Curtis, 4525 Burton Street submitted letters in 

support of the request. 

 
Robin Van Dalson, 4511 Burton Forest Ct. submitted a letter in opposition ofthe request. She 

stated the forest is considered a conservation area. She stated she would like to keep the wildlife, 

natural beauty and a sense of privacy. She also stated he has had interaction with Mr. Wadsworth 

and none of the encounters have been pleasant. 

 
Wadsworth stated he doesn't know who Robin Van Dalson and he doesn't remember 

communicating with anyone. Wadsworth stated as far as taking down more trees there will be no 

more trees taken down. He stated there is only one house who can see the proposed garage and 

that is Dills who wrote a letter in support. 

 
VanNoord pointed out that he has the house, 3 stall garage, the building that he wants to add to, 

and then another building behind that, and then the pool in the back with a pool house. She stated 

he has quite a few buildings already on his property and questioned what his reason is for 

making the building bigger. Wadsworth stated he has worked for the last 30 years in the theater 

department running the performing arts center. He stated he has a huge shop to work in all the 

time and he enjoys woodworking a lot. He stated he would like to be able to continue that. He 

stated there isn't enough room; once you get equipment in there it is not enough room to do any 

work. 

 
Houtman questioned if he would have an issue getting rid of the one storage building that is 

behind his garage. Wadsworth stated it is a useful building he built a vehicle and his grandkids 

drive it when they come visit. He stated on the other side he stores his tractor or another vehicle 

that he built for the theatre. He stated he wouldn't  have any place to put those if he removed that 

building. 

 
Wadsworth stated they live on almost 5 acres ofland away from everybody. He stated they love 

the land and they love the house. What he is requesting shouldn't  be an encroachment on 

anyone's viewing or property in the area because of the large amount ofland that they have and 

the heavily wooded area. 

 
Derusha questioned the conservation area that a resident bought up. Pung stated he thinks it is 

the adjacent Shiloh hills development to the north; due to some wetlands it is a wetland 

conservation  area. 
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Lisha-Berry Ridge questioned what would be allowed if they had 5 acres. Pung stated 1,100 

square feet for properties of 5 acres or more. 

 
Derusha opened the public hearing. 

There was no public comment. 

Motion by Houtman, supported by VanNoord, to close the public hearing. 

 
Motion Carried (6-0) 

Rogers absent- 

 
Lipner stated point 1 is met based on the size of the lot and density of trees. Lipner stated point 2 

is met there are a number of larger pieces of prope1iy in Kentwood but his prope1iy is well hidden 

from the road. Lipner stated point 3 is met. He already has 960 square feet but taking into account 

the actual nature of the property. 

 
Houtman, West and Derusha concurred that points 1, 2 and 3 have been met 

 
Berry Ridge stated point 1 has been met. Point 2 has not been met. Point 3 has been met if 

limited to 1.100 square feet since it is close to 5 acres in size. 

 
VanNoord 1 has not been met. Point 2 has not been met as there are other similar properties. 

Point 3 has not been met. 

 
Lipner stated point 4 is met there were neighbors that approved. Lipner stated 5 point is not met 

because the variance is written so specifically it will impair the intent. Lipner stated point 6 is not 

met, this is the applicant's  own actions. 

 
Berry Ridge stated that point 4 has been met and point 5 has been met and point 6 has not been 

met. 

 
VanNoord stated point 4 has been met, point 5 has not been met and point 6 has been met. 

Houtman, West and Derusha stated points 4, 5 and 6 have been met 

Motion by Lipner supported by VanNoord to deny V-21-12. 

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will impair the intent and purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances result from the actions of the 

applicant. 
 

 

Motion Failed (3-3)- 

Yeas- (Lipner, BeiTy-Ridge, VanNoord) 

Nays- (Derusha, West, Houtman)- 
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Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to approve V-21-12 

1. There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions 

applying to the property such as size of the lot the numbers of trees and 

setback from the road. 

2. The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does 

not occur often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning 

provision. 

3. The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other 

properties in the same zone district. 

4. The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the 

surrounding neighborhood. 

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions 

of the applicant. 

Motion Failed (3-3)- 

Nays- (Lipner, Berry-Ridge, VanNoord) 

Yeas - (Derusha, West, Houtman) 
 

Appeal #V-21-13 
 

Applicant: 

Location: 

Leo T. Hendges 

2932 East Paris Avenue 

 
Request:  The  applicant  wishes  to split  an existing  parcel  into two 

separate parcels.  One of the parcels would have an area of 

14,668  square  feet.    Section  8.03.B.1  of  the  Kentwood 

Zoning Ordinance requires a minimum lot area of 15,000 

square feet.   The requested  variance  is for a reduction  of 

332 square feet from the minimum required lot area. 

 
VanNoord removed herself from the variance request. 

 
Leo T Hendges, 2932 East Paris was present representing the request. He stated they 

would like the office they use 2932 East Paris to be a stand alone lot at 14,668 square feet 

which would allow the wooded area that is also part of the same parcel to be established as 

a separate 15,000 square foot C4lot.  He stated it is a wooded area out back and he has to 

cut the vegetation off of the sidewalk. Hendges stated he didn't know the City had taken 

some of the parcel in 1996 as part of expanding East Paris. He stated East Paris was a 2 

lane road they widened it into 4 lanes with a turn lane and as part of that they took 17 feet 

on each side. He stated he disagrees with staffs comment regarding it is not uncommon 

for the City to acquire rights to expand roads because 17 feet is a huge 
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expansion. He stated at the time it was a 31,000 square foot lot they took 1800 square off 

of it and that is why they are 332 square feet short of having enough space to have 2 

separate lots. He stated this is why he thinks it is an exceptional circumstance. He stated 

out of all the variances that were denied in the past none were because the City came and 

took property as part of an expansion of the road. He stated his is the first in the last 36 

years and this makes it exceptional. 

 
Hendges stated it meets point 2 because nobody has had a similar circumstance where 

they had to come to the City and ask for a variance because their lot had been reduced as 

part of the expansion of the road 

 
Hendges stated they meet point 3 because it is still listed as R2 but in 2006 it was rezoned 

to C4. 2921 and 2940 East Paris are zoned R2 and have use variances allowing for 

commercial use and he should have the same right 

 
Hendges stated point 4 if they grant the variance it wouldn't change the makeup of the 

neighborhood because anyone who wants to build on the new lot would be building on a 

15,000 square foot. 

 
Hednges stated point 5 the time the ordinance was written his parcel was over the 30,000 

sq. feet requirement. He stated and it wouldn't  be a single change to the footprint that his 

office has. 

 
Hendges stated point 6 is met because he had nothing to do with the City coming in to 

add 3 lanes. 

 
Lipner questioned there is an open area and then a sidewalk who owns it. Pung stated that 

is part ofthe City right-of-way. Pung stated the City bought property from the school and 

they didn't  need it all. Pung stated before the expansion and widening of East Paris 

Avenue they had over 30,000 square feet. Discussion ensued regarding the widening of 

East Paris and the ROW 

 
Berry- Ridge questioned if the variance is granted what is the plan for the second parcel. 

Henges stated probably sell it and whoever wants to develop it to whatever would be an 

approved use. 

 
Houtman questioned how short is he. Henges stated 332 square feet (2 Yi feet). Houtman 

questioned what has happened in the past if the City acquires property and this happens. 

Pung stated he isn't  aware of this circumstance. 

 
Derusha opened the public hearing. 

There was no public comment. 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to close the public hearing. 
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Motion Carried (5-0) 

Roger absent- 

VanNoord recused - 

 
Houtman stated points 1, 2 and 3 have been met because they involuntarily had property 

taken fi·om them to expand East Paris Avenue 

 
West, Berry-Ridge, Lipner, and Derusha concurred that points 1, 2 and 3 have been met. 

Houtman sated points 4, 5 and 6 have been met. 

West, Berry-Ridge, Lipner,, and Derusha concurred that points 4, 5 and 6 have been met. 

 
Motion by Houtman, supported by West, to approve V-21-13. 
1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances  or conditions applying 

to the property  that do not apply generally to other properties in the same zoning 

district. The acquisition of 17 feet of property for the widening of East Paris is 

exceptional situation on the land, building or structure. 

2.  Due to the acquisition of property by the City the condition or situation  on 

which the requested variance is based does not occur often enough to make more 

practical adoption of a new zoning provision. 

3.  The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant  of property rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in 

the same zone district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent  property  and the 

surrounding neighborhood. 
5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 
6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions of 

the applicant. The City's acquisition of property was not created by the applicant. 

 
Motion Carried (6-0) 

Rogers absent - 

VanNoord recused - 

 
Appeal#V-21-14 

 
Applicant: 

Location: 

J and C Tires 

5170 Division Avenue 
 

Request:  The applicant wishes to display tires along the edge of their 

parking lot.   The Zoning Administrator has made the 

determination  that tires cannot be displayed along the edge 

of the parking  lot.   The applicant is appealing the Zoning 
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Administrator's  determination  prohibiting the  display  of 

tires along the edge of the parking lot. 

 
Juan Buitron, 1930 Havana, Wyoming MI and Jose were present.  He stated they would 

like to take the tires outside in front and bring them in and out daily. He stated they have 

one bay that is used for storage and they want to move some of those tires outside along 

the edge of the parking lot to free up that bay. He stated they would also like to avoid the 

people going through the grass and also use the tires for advertising, Jose displayed 

pictures of the site with the tires out in front ofthe  business. 

 
Houtman stated he visited the property and was told that they move the tires back in at 

night. Also they had some land or required somehow to expand the parkway which was 

past their parking lot. He stated that he was told the reason why they want the tires out 

front, besides needing room inside, is that they have cars that are their customers that 

back out and back on to that land that grass or if there are cars parked there they said they 

hit the cars. He stated so they have to go outside to keep people from backing into 

another customer's car. Juan stated that is correct that is what happens. 

 
Houtman stated they also told him that they are going to put the tires in at night and 

during the day they are going to put one tire up on top of the tires they want to keep out 

front so it looks like a display of what they do. Juan stated where they put the tires they 

want to make a parking spot. He stated cars park in the front. 

 
Houtman stated the tires out front accomplish two things. One it gives them space inside 

during the day and at night they move them back and secondly it keeps cars from parking 

there and therefore they have to park elsewhere on their property because cars back out 

and hit those other cars. He questioned if they have actually had that happen. Juan stated 

yes and also when people park right in front of the building they have to move them 

because when they pull the cars out they don't want any accidents there. He stated when 

people go into the grass and ifit is wet they have to fix it. 

 
VanNoord stated when she was out at the property people were parked in front of the 

·  tires also. She stated they have some sidewalk and some trees planted that is very nice 

she doesn't understand why people would go on that. She stated she had to park around 

the side of the building. She questioned if they ever put the tires on the side of that 

building. Juan stated no. VanNoord stated when she was there the tires were out front and 

there were a lot of cars. It was raining but she parked on the side and walked around. She 

stated she didn't see that the tires would help for the car situation. She questioned if they 

ever put a sign out there just saying no parking. Juan stated they will. VanNoord stated 

she  understand that  they  need  room  for  them  to  back  out  on  for  coming  in,  she 

understands there is not a lot of room right there. 

 
Juan stated the City wants them to make it a parking spot otherwise he said to pr.ovide 

another parking area. 
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Houtman questioned if this were approved is it his plan to put signs there that direct 

people around to the sides or the back. He said yes because people are parking in the 

front. 

 
Houtman questioned if he has enough parking for his customer flow if he prohibits 

parking in front and put the tires there does he have enough parking around the sides and 

the back. Juan stated yes. 

 
Houtman stated a letter was submitted in support of the request and questioned who he 

was. Tim Denshin, PNP Operations manager submitted a letter in support of the request. 

 
Lipner questioned if the building they were in is all their business. Juan stated yes.  He 

stated one part of the building they do oil changes, brakes and alignments and the other 

part they do the tires. Lipner questioned if they have signs up advertising that. Juan stated 

they had a sign outside for over a month but not anymore. Juan stated they have a banner 

in front of the bays that advertise the alignments. Lipner questioned if there were any 

signs for the tires. Juan stated the pylon sign out front. 

 
Houtman stated the grass strip between the sidewalk and the tires was that part of the 

parking lot at one point. Juan stated yes they took out the concrete and put grass. 

 
Houtman questioned if that is part of the Form Based Code. Pung stated with the FBC 

there are some requirements for a greenbelt and even under a C2 district there would be 

required a 35 foot landscape frontyard. Houtman stated but this business has been there. 

Pung stated if it is vacant for 6 months and signs come down it is non-conforming. Pung 

stated in the FBC major vehicle repair is not allowed. Pung stated when they carne in 

there was discussion to make some modifications to the site and let them bring that use 

over even though it was close to becoming not allowed. Pung stated if it is a 

nonconfmming use and it is abandoned you can't go back in. 

 
·  Pung stated under the FBC the intent would be if the building was not there and a new 

building being built it would be setback within 15 feet of the property line. FBC pushes 

the buildings up to the front. Pung stated there are some exceptions based on the type of 

FBC district it is in but generally the buildings are being pushed up to the street. Similar 

to the apartments to the north. 

 
Houtman stated it would be impossible for him to have this business if that was the 

requirement because how would you get cars in there. Pung stated there is allowance for 

vehicle repair you do it in the back. There is allowance for coming in the building up 

front and you would have the garage doors in the back. One zone district allows for 

greater setback up to 50 feet but there are other restrictions. However there are other 

ways to make those work but you would probably be corning in from the back and that 

would be where the overhead doors would be and not the front facing the street. 
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VanNoord stated he has 11 stacks of tires are his plans to continue to make more stacks 

of tires and higher. Juan stated he would like 15 stacks of tires. VanNoord stated he could 

put the stacks of tires on the side of the building along 52nd Street because he needs room 

and then he would still have parking on that side as well. Juan stated it would be more 

work for them. 

 
Houtman stated staff referenced those tires had to be under an awning or a tent. Pung 

stated in the C2 district there is no allowance for outdoor display within a required front 

yard. Pung stated staff made the interpretation that they will catTy over the allowance for 

limited outdoor display in the C2 zoning district and make that allowance also available 

in the FBC. Generally if it is not specifically allowed in the ordinance it is not allowed. 

Therefore the interpretation was made to still allow for the limited outdoor display that is 

afforded businesses in the C2 zoning district. It would afford that satne limited allowance 

under the FBC. It is still not allowed for display anywhere in the frontyard. Houtman 

questioned if this is a first time for an interpretation. Pung stated we have had a lot of 

interpretations. Right now the ordinance states you can't put anything in the front yard. 

There was an interpretation to allow for limited display against the building. If they met 

that there is allowance for them to do it against the building. It is only through the 

interpretation it is allowed against the building. Right now there isn't  allowance for 

display in the front yard. Right now in the C2 zone you can't display product in the front 

yard.                                                                        · 

 
Houtman questioned if they could have a limited display on either end of the building. 

Pung stated they would have to work with the Zoning Administrator to make sure it met 

with the intent and purpose of that interpretation. Pung stated you just can't have display 

outside of that interpretation because display in the front yard is not allowed. Staff made 

the interpretation and if it meets the interpretation they can do it on this site. 

 
Lipner  stated  the  Zoning Administrator is  also  stating  that  staff  has  interpreted an 

exception to the provision allowing for limited display of merchandise for commercial 

businesses to be restricted to a sidewalk area under the canopy or awning along the front 

of the building. Derusha noted that the Zoning administrator didn't say anything about 

the side of the building. Houtman stated nor did Zoning Administrator say anything about 

an awning on the side of the building. 
 

Pung stated we can get a clarification on the· interpretation of where they can put them 

against the building. 

 
VanNoord stated she moves that we get a clarification. Derusha stated from his 

observation the Zoning Administrators interpretations have been seldom overridden he 

thinks about them pretty well. 
 

What the applicant is asking for is that the interpretation is they can display the tires 

along the property. Whether the clarification  says yes they can put them on the south 

side of the building or no they have to be under a covering will that make a difference 
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with respect to the interpretation that the tires can't  be along the road. He stated if they 

wanted to table for clarification they can is it going to make a difference with regards to 

supporting or overturning the interpretation as it stands right now. 

 
Berry-Ridge stated if the commissioners don't  vote tonight and they start putting tires on 

the side do we just move on and not do anything. Pung stated we can check with Zoning 

Administrator to see if they can put the tires against the building that would still fall with 

the interpretation  that was made for the  C2 zone  allowing  display  along the building. 

Lipner stated staffs comments are only out the front of the building not the side. 

 
Derusha stated we want to make sure all the competitors  don't  start putting everything 

out in front of the building then that is a problem. 

 
Lipner stated if you drive down Division there is no one else that has anything displayed 

in the front. There is another tire store a block away and they don't  have anything  out 

there either. The current zoning says we don't  allow it. 
 

 
 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to table V-21-14 to November 15,2021. 

 
Motion Can·ied (6-0) 

Rogers absent - 
 
 
 
 

Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner, to adjourn the meeting. 

 
Motion Can·ied (6-0) 

Rogers absent- 
 

 
 

Meeting adjourned at 8:35p.m. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

Robert Houtman, Secretary 



APPROVED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD  ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

CITY COMMISSION CHAMBERS 

NOVEMBER  15, 2021, 7:00P.M. 
 

 
 

1.  Chair Derusha called the meeting to order. 

 
2.  Pledge of Allegiance (Derusha) 

 
3.  Roll Call 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Lisha Berry-Ridge, Les Derusha, Robert Houtman, Alan Lipner, 

Ricardo Rogers, Mary VanNoord and Susan West 

MEMBERS ABSENT: None 

OTHERS PRESENT: Planner Joe Pung, Planning Assistant Monique Collier, the 

applicants, and 2 citizens. 

 
4.  Approval of the Minutes and Findings of Fact 

 
Motion by Lipner, supported by Houtman, to approve the minutes of October 18,2021. 

 
Motion Canied  (7-0) - 

 
5.  Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to speak to non-agenda items. 

 
There was no public comment 

 
6.  Public Hearing 

 
Appeal#V-21-14 (Tabled from October 18, 2021) 

 
Applicant: 

Location: 

J and C Tires 

5170 Division Avenue 

 
Request:   The applicant wishes to display tires along the edge of their 

parking lot.   The Zoning Administrator has made the 

determination that tires cannot be displayed along the edge 

of the parking lot.  The applicant is appealing the Zoning 

Administrator's  dete1mination  prohibiting  the  display  of 

tires along the edge of the parking lot. 

The applicant wasn't present, therefore the commissioners decided to table the request. 

Schweitzer stated he spoke to the applicant and they were not clear when the rescheduled 

date was going to be therefore he told them we will provide them with a written 

notification of the 
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date and time of the adjourned hearing. Collier stated she sent the notice to the 

applicant however it was returned to the City indicating there was not enough 

postage. 

 
Motion by Houtman, supported by West, to table Case#V-21-14 -J and C Tires to 

the December 20, 2021 meeting. 

Motion Carried (7-0) - 

Appeal #V-21-15 

 

Applicant: 

Location: 

Andrew & Barbara Terrien 

1435 Bowdoin Street 

 
Request:  The applicant  wishes to install a six (6) foot high privacy 

fence in the required front yard.  Section 3.19.B.l  of the 

Kentwood Zoning Ordinance limits the height of the fence 

to three (3) feet.   The requested variance is for a three (3) 

foot increase in height over the maximum allowed by 

ordinance. 
 

 
 

Andrew and Barbara Terrien,  1435 Bowdoin, were present. Barbara Terrien stated they 

would like to install a privacy fence. Andrew Terrien stated the properties  are offset the 

front yard corresponds  to their neighbor's  backyard. He stated the fence  would extend 

down their property line (the north/south propetiy line) total of about 300 feet. 

 
Lipner stated  he was at the propetiy  and questioned  if the markers  that they have out 

there are for the fence. Terrien stated the markers that are currently in the ground are the 

current survey markers of the property lines. 

 
Houtman questioned if the survey stakes are on the side of their house. Terrien stated if 

you  are  facing  the  property,  to  the east  is  Brookwood  School  and  their  playground. 

Barbara  Terrien  stated  it  would  appear  that  it  is  their  side  yard  but  because  of  the 

ordinance and where their house sits it is indicated to be their front yard because of their 

house being so far setback. 

 
West stated she drove to the propetiy and questioned if the neighbors house where the 

property line is, would that be their backyard. Barbara Terrien stated correct that is their 

neighbors backyard and their frontyard. West questioned if the drive is a shared drive. Barbara 

Terrien stated that is correct it is kind of divided up into thirds. 

 
Houtman questioned if the fence would stop just to the left of their driveway. Pung stated it 

would stmi about 20 feet back from the edge of pavement. 
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VanNoord  questioned  if the neighbor  can have a 6 foot  high privacy  fence  without a 

variance. Pung stated that is correct because in the rear and side yard you can go up to 6 

feet in height. 

 
Derusha opened the public hearing. 

 
Houtman read an anonymous letter sent in by a resident. They were concerned about the 

fence blocking the visual view to the street. They also said it will be an eyesore to look 

out their window and see a 6 foot fence in their frontyard. 

 
Martha and Carmen Vargas, 1411 Bowdoin was present. She stated she was the one that 

submitted the letter. She stated that she has safety concerns for her children. 

 
Motion by Houtman, supported by Lipner to close the public hearing. 

 
Motion Canied  (7-0)- 

 
VanNoord stated point 1 is met it I at the end of a private drive and their frontyard abuts 

their  neighbor's   rear  yard.  There  are  other  properties  with  the  rear  yard  abutting  to 

adjacent property.  VanNoord  stated point 2 is not met. VanNoord  stated point 3 is not 

met without the variance they can put up a 3 foot high privacy fence. 

 
Houtman stated points 1,2 and 3 have been met. Lipner, West, BetTy-Ridge, Rogers and 

Derusha concurred that points 1,2 and 3 have been met. 

 
VanNoord stated point 4 is met. The adjacent property owner could install a 6 foot fence if 

they would want to. VanNoord stated point 5 is met. VanNoord stated point 6 has been met. 

 
Houtman, Lipner, West, Berry-Ridge, Rogers, and Derusha concurred that points 4, 5 and 

6 have been met. 

 
Motion by Houtman, supported by Berry-Ridge to approve V-21-15 

1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applying 

to the property that do not apply generally to other properties in the same zoning 

The front yard of the property abuts the rear yard of an adjacent property. 

Property is located at the end of a private drive 

2.  The condition or situation on which the requested variance is based does not 

occur often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning provision. 

3.         The literal application of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant of property rights commonly enjoyed by other properties in 

the same zone district. The adjacent property could install a 6 foot same location 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent property and the 

surrounding neighborhood. 
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5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair the intent and  purpose of the 

Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result  from  the actions  of 

the applicant. Thus,  by way of example, the exceptional circumstances result from 

uses or development on an adjacent property or the exceptional shape  of the 

property is the result  of an unrelated predecessor's split of the parcel. 
 

 
 

Motion Carried (6-1) 

VanNoord- 

 
7.  Commissioners Comments. 

 
Ricardo Rogers joined the Zoning Board. He stated he has been a part of the community 

almost 30 years. He attended all Kentwood Public Schools. He stated he currently is in 

real estate has a love for people and loves to serve. 
 

 
 

Motion  by Houtman supported by Lipner, to adjourn the meeting. 

 
Motion Carried ( 7-0) 

 
 
 

Meeting adjourned at  7:23p.m. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

Robert Houtman, Secretary 



APPROVED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

CITY COMMISSION CHAMBERS 

DECEMBER20,  2021,7:00  P.M. 
 

 
 

1.  Chair Derusha called the meeting to order. 

 
2.  Pledge of Allegiance 

 
3.  Roll Call 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Lisha Berry-Ridge, Les Derusha, Robert Houtman, Aaron 

Johnson, Alan Lipner, Mary VanNoord, and Susan West 
MEMBERS ABSENT: None 

OTHERS PRESENT: Planner Joe Pung, Planning Assistant Monique Collier, and the 

applicants. 

 
4. Approval of the Minutes and Findings of Fact 

 
Motion by Lipner, supported by Berry-Ridge to approve the minutes of November 

15,2021 

Motion Carried (7-0) - 

 
5.  Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to speak to non-agenda items. 

 
6.  Public Hearing 

 
Appeal#V-21-14 (Tabled from October 18, 2021) 

 

Applicant: 

Location: 

J and C Tires 

5170 Division Avenue 

 

Request:  The applicant wishes to display tires along the edge of their 

parking lot. The Zoning Administrator has made the 

determination that tires cannot be displayed along the edge 

of the parking lot.  The applicant is appealing the Zoning 

Administrator's  determination prohibiting the  display of 

tires along the edge of the parking lot. 

 
San (1708 Delwood) and Juan (1930 Havana), Wyoming, MI were present. He stated 

they were there last month, and they would like to take the tires from inside and put them 

out in front and bring them in and out daily. 

 
VanNoord stated there was some discussion as to moving the tires on the side of the 

building instead of out front on the south side of the building. Juan stated if they don't 

have any other option they will. 
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Lipner stated when he looked earlier this week there is another tire store closer to 54th 

Street. They have tires displayed on the side of the building by an entrance and they are 

covered with advertising and less conspicuous. Schweitzer stated when Chuck and Amy's 

went in under the FBC they had to go for a special land use approval and one of the 

conditions on that is that they have no outside display of tires. If they are out on display 

that is contrary to what was specified in their approval.  Lipner stated the tires are on the 

side of the building. Schweitzer stated that is the case where there is allowance for display 

there has to be a sidewalk along the front where they are displayed and also a canopy or an 

awning over it. 

 
VanNoord questioned if they were to put the tires on the side then they would have to 

have an awning. Schweitzer stated they would need an awning and a sidewalk and there 

is no sidewalk there. VanNoord stated there is no room for them to put tires. Schweitzer 

stated they have a sidewalk along the northern two thirds and also there is an awning over 

that area as well. 

 
Juan stated they want to bring them in and out every day. He stated they don't  like to do 

that but for the business it is very good, a lot of people see the tires and they stop by and 

see if they have their tires. He stated for the business that is what they need. 

 
West questioned if they don't  have anywhere to store the tires. Juan stated they were 

trying to do storage behind the building staff told them they have to leave 5 feet. They 

don't have $30-$40,000  dollars to build storage, it is not worth it. 

 
Derusha opened the public hearing. 

There was no public comment. 

Motion by Lipner, supported by Berry-Ridge to close the public hearing. 

 
Motion Carried   (7-0) - 

 
VanNoord stated to the north side of the building she thinks it will be a good place to put 

the tires. She stated it looks nice with the sidewalk and the grass. 

 
West stated in any business when displaying out in front of their business she understands 

the quandary that they are in however she thinks that the tires should not be out front. 

 
Berry-Ridge  stated she agrees with the Zoning Administrator that they tires should not be 

displayed out front. 

 
Rogers stated he agrees they should not be displayed out front 
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Lipner stated he agrees with the Zoning Administrator's decision that they should not be 
displayed in the front. 

 
Johnson stated they should not be displayed in the front. 

 
Derusha stated he affirms what the Zoning Administrator has to say. Derusha stated they 

can put them on the side if they have a sidewalk next to the building and there is a canopy 

over it, 

 
Motion by Lipner, supported by Berry-Ridge, to confirm the Zoning Administrator 

finding that the tires cannot be displayed in the front of the business 

 
Motion Carried (7-0)- 

 
Appeal #V-21-16 

 
Applicant: 

Location: 
Martha Elliot 

1815 Pembroke Drive 

 
Request: The  applicant wishes  to  operate  a  group child daycare 

home which would be located within 1,010 feet of an 

existing group child daycare home. Section 3.20.A.3 of the 

Kentwood Zoning    Ordinance   requires    a   minimum 

separation of 1,200 feet between group child daycare 

homes. The requested variance is to allow a group child 

daycare home to locate closer than 1,200 feet to an existing 

group daycare home.             · 

 
Martha Elliott, 1815 Pembroke, was present. She stated she is requesting to have a group 

childcare in her home which is less than 1,200 feet from an existing group childcare. 

 
Derusha questioned if they had to have license to do that. Elliott stated yes they have to 

approve the variance before they are able to continue on for licensing. 

 
VanNoord questioned how many children she is licensed for. Elliott stated the group 

childcare will allow them 7-12 children. 

 
Berry-Ridge stated  she  sees that Planning staff  is  in  the  process  of  reviewing the 

requirement, is this saying this requirement may go away in the future. Pung stated it may 

go away or it may be modified, we are looking at other communities to see what they 

require. He stated we have had a couple variances that have been approved and staff isn't 

aware of any complaints that have been received with traffic or noise 

 
Derusha opened the public hearing. 
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Jerry DeMaagd, 5515 Wilmont Ct., was present. He stated he lives behind the property. 

He stated they have been operating since they purchased the home. He stated their home 

is suited for the daycare operation. He stated it meets the intent of the ordinance. He 

stated there have been no complaints they are nice people, and he thinks it should be 

allowed. 

 
Lipner questioned if they have any intent in fencing the backyard. He is concerned about 

the children running off. Elliot stated when they purchased the home that is what they 

were trying to figure out what they are going to do, and they learned there is a lot of 

shared space that is kid friendly. She stated they have what is called safe spaces and they 

know to follow their stepping stones and know that is their safe playground area and they 

can't go anywhere unless they are with an adult. 

 
Schweitzer stated our ordinance requires that if they are licensed as group child daycare 

that they do have a fenced in play area on the property. West questioned if there is a 

certain size that it has to be. Schweitzer stated they have to work with the licensing 

agency, and they will specify the minimum size of that. Elliott stated that is something 

that they are willing to do. 

 
Motion by Rogers, supported by Berry-Ridge to close the public hearing. 

 
Motion Carried (7-0) - 

 
Berry-Ridge stated point 1 is met the dimensions are typical for the residential area; 

however, the fact that they are looking at reviewing this and if the requirement is 

necessary she believes point one has been met. Berry-Ridge stated point 2 has been met 

because it is being reviewed by the Planning staff. Berry-Ridge stated point 3 has been 

met if the variance is not granted then she would not be able to operate the group 

childcare facility and other people in the neighborhood are doing that. 

 
Rogers, Lipner, Johnson, West, VanNoord and Derusha concurred that points 1,2 and 3 

have been met. 

 
Berry Ridge stated point 4 has been met based on the separation over 1,000 feet from the 

nearest daycare facility Berry-Ridge stated point 5 is met it is over 1,000 feet from the 

other child daycare facility. Berry Ridge stated point 6 has been met the location of her 

home and the other daycare facility is not a result of her actions. 

 
Rogers, Lipner, Johnson, West, VanNoord and Derusha concurred that points 4,5 and 6 

have been met 

 
Motion by Berry-Ridge, supported by VanNoord, to approve V-21-16 based on the 

prior discussion. 
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1.  There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions 
applying to the property that do not apply generally to other properties in 

the same zoning district. 

2.  The condition or situation  on which the requested  variance is based does 

not occur often enough to make more practical adoption of a new zoning 
provision. 

3.  The literal application  of the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance would 

deprive the applicant  of property rights commonly enjoyed by other 

properties in the same zone district. 

4.  The variance will not be detrimental to adjacent  property and the 

surrounding neighborhood. 

5.  Taken as a whole, the variance will not impair  the intent and purpose  of the 
Zoning Ordinance. 

6.  The exceptional conditions or circumstances do not result from the actions 

of the applicant. 
 
 
 

 
Motion by Berry-Ridge, supported  by West, to adjourn the meeting. 

 
Motion Carried ( 7-0)- 

 
 
 

Meeting adjourned at 7:40p.m. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

Robert Houtman, Secretary 
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